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ABSTRACT
In current tablet manufacturing processes, there is a knowledge gap concerning material
transformation and the subsequent impact on tablet properties; this gap presents a barrier to
rational formulation / process design. In this study, it was hypothesized that the understanding
of tablet microstructure is pivotal in bridging our knowledge about the materials, the
manufacturing process, and the tablet properties.
A series of X-ray micro computed tomography (microCT) characterization methods were
developed to untangle material interactions during tablet manufacturing process, leading to an
interpretation of tablet compaction mechanisms through 3-D representation of microstructural
features. Numerical simulation of liquid intrusion based on microCT data was utilized in
calculating tablet microstructure permeability, introducing a novel parameter for characterization
of tablet dissolution properties.
A tablet holder was designed and used in combination with paddle dissolution test to investigate
tablet dissolution process, enabling the classification of dissolution mechanisms and
identification of correspondent formulation design strategies. When incorporated with
permeability results, a quantitative dissolution model capable of separating the contributions
from disintegration and surface dissolution was derived. The dissection of the dissolution
process provides a scientific framework supporting the Quality by Design paradigm for product
and process development. .
This work provides a strategy for building an integrated formulation design and characterization
system incorporating microstructural analysis. It opens up an approach in which microstructure
becomes a critical target for design and optimization.
Thesis Supervisor: Charles L. Cooney
Title: Professor of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
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Chapter 1 Introduction
On a retail package of pharmaceutical tablets, one can often find a long list of inactive
ingredients, including fillers/binders, disintegrants, lubricants, glidants, coating materials, etc.
These materials, called excipients, facilitate the manufacturing process and provide the tablets
with adequate properties. The selection of excipients and subsequent processing designs has
been studied extensively in the pharmaceutical industry for the last several decades. Currently,
major excipients are picked to match the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) based on their
physicochemical properties, with the overall formulation and manufacturing process improved
via statistical design of experiments (DOE). In order to achieve rational formulation
development, we hypothesize that an in-depth understanding about the tablet itself, especially the
microstructure, is required to bridge our knowledge about the other components of
pharmaceutical manufacturing (Figure 1-1).
Formulation Process Characeistics
Figure 1-1 Relationship among different components in formulation development.
Tablet microstructure refers to the arrangement of materials within a tablet as a direct result of
material interactions through the manufacturing process. It includes not only the arrangement of
materials and void space, but also the distribution of different materials. Due to limitations in
technological and analytical capability, no detailed 3-D characterization of tablet microstructure
has been described in literature to date.
In this study, tablet microstructure analysis via micro-computed tomography (microCT) is
coupled with analysis of dissolution mechanism using a built for purpose tablet holder, leading to
comprehensive insights of the material interactions during the manufacturing process, the
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resulting microstructure, and the impact on pharmacological properties like dissolution. The
analytical toolbox compiled and evaluated in this work facilitates rational microstructure design,
providing scientific rationale in the selection of ingredients and manufacturing process.
1.1 Motivation
In order to be administered successfully, medication needs to be in a certain physical format, or a
dosage form. A dosage form can be liquid, aerosol or gas, but more often solid. Tablet is the
most popular solid dosage form due to its stability, transportability, and ease of manufacturing.
It is the single largest dosage form of final drug products, accounting for 48% of all the drugs
available in U.S.A according to drugs@FDA database as of 03/2009. A huge number of
publications on tablet exist today in the pharmaceutical literature. One category of publications
deals with the design and performance of specific formulations, another focuses on the
elucidation of general processing behaviors and their implications for pharmacological properties,
with a specific emphasis on commonly used ingredients.
To obtain satisfactory tablet production, consistency in a few analytical test categories needs to
be achieved (Table 1-1). In physical properties, content uniformity in terms of API loading per
tablet, API distribution within the tablet, and crystalline form stability are important quality
attributes to control; in chemical properties, the formulation or manufacturing process should
lead to a tablet that can endure stability testing at elevated temperature/moisture conditions, with
no API degradation or API-excipient reactions; in mechanical properties, the hardness and
friability determines a tablet's ability to survive handling and transportation; in pharmacological
properties, dissolution test (and sometimes disintegration test), often acting as in vitro surrogate
test for bioavailability, need to yield consistent and satisfactory dissolution behaviors conforming
to the desired in vivo pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD) profiles. We believe
that a wide range of the properties are directly impacted by tablet microstructure, e.g., content
uniformity, hardness, friability, and dissolution/disintegration. Therefore, a quantitative
understanding of tablet microstructure could lead to new insights into the tablet properties.
Table 1-1 In vitro analytical tests for quality assessment of pharmaceutical tablets.
In Vitro Quality Matrix for Tablets
Properties Analytical Tests
Physical Uniformity, Stability
Chemical Stability
Mechanical Hardness, Friability
Pharmacological Dissolution, Disintegration
The key hurdle in understanding tablet microstructure stems from the limitations of technologies
and methodologies currently applied in formulation development. Microscopic methods provide
high resolution but can not go beyond the surface layer of the materials; some also require
surface treatment which might mask structural characteristics. Spectroscopic methods have the
penetration power to resolve 3-D structure of the formulation dosages, but do not provide enough
resolution until the emergence of microCT. Other physical methods, especially mercury
porosimetry, have been adapted to probe into tablet microstructure. However, as will be
demonstrated in this study, mercury porosimetry is intrinsically limited by the problematic
assumptions it made in theory. The collaborative lack of quantitative 3-D characterization of
tablet microstructure prohibits clear understanding of the interactions among materials during
manufacturing process, which further prohibits a rational formulation design leading to
predictable tablet properties.
On the other hand, the current analytical methods for characterizing tablet properties often do not
facilitate mechanistic investigation of the testing process. Paddle dissolution test, a critical
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analytical test for in vitro bioavailability evaluation and many other purposes, allows a tablet to
dissolve freely in a complex hydrodynamics condition. The uncontrolled hydrodynamics and
tablet morphology makes it difficult to identify the key drivers to dissolution process, deterring
rational formulation designs specifically promoting these key drivers.
The lack of mechanistic knowledge for tablet microstructure and tablet properties creates a
knowledge gap within pharmaceutical manufacturing process, preventing a thorough
understanding and rational design of the system.
1.2 Strategy and Specific Aims
In this Ph.D. study, a systematic approach was adopted in designing and testing a toolbox to
bridge a knowledge gap concerning material transformation in manufacturing process and the
subsequent impact on tablet properties. The goals of the study are to develop a tomography
imaging method for quantitative description and 3-D visualization of tablet microstructure, to
develop a novel tablet holder to be used in combination with paddle dissolution test for
dissolution mechanism investigation, and to develop a quantitative analysis tool for
understanding the relationship between microstructure and dissolution process (Figure 1-2).
Formulation Property Library
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Figure 1-2 Illustration of traditional route for formulation development and the incorporation of new tools.
This toolkit would be applied to both a caffeine-lactose direct compressed tablet formulation as
well as a roller compacted tablet formulation that is developed in this study for Novartis
compound-A. The case studies should pave the way for the establishment of a novel tablet
characterization system, providing scientific guidance in both development and manufacturing
settings. The specific aims of the study are listed as follows:
Specific Aims #1: Develop a microCT imaging method with 3-D analysis toolkit for
visualization and quantitative characterization of tablet microstructure.
First, a proper microCT scanning configuration for pharmaceutical tablets would be tested and
established; a digital post-processing workflow would then be developed to prepare the raw data
for further quantitative analysis; lastly, sophisticated algorithms will be prepared to regenerate
tablet pore space with structural modules, illustrating the arrangement patterns of the
microstructure and providing guidance for quantitative analysis.
Specific Aims #2: Develop a novel tablet holder for dissecting dissolution mechanism.
A novel tablet holder would be developed and used in combination with standard paddle
dissolution test for understanding the dissolution mechanisms of pharmaceutical tablets.
Correspondent physical/mathematical models would be used to establish dissolution mechanisms
and interpret the dissolution results. Comparison between the paddle test and the holder test
would be used to evaluate the contribution of tablet disintegration to overall dissolution speed.
Specific Aims #3: Develop a roller compaction formulation for Novartis compound-A that
is amenable for continuous manufacturing using QbD methodology.
A compound-A tablet formulation would be developed based on the understanding of material
properties rather than the empirical evidences for ingredient selection. The formulation is
targeted to minimize the number of ingredients and manufacturing steps, facilitating continuous
manufacturing while maintaining superior tablet properties.
Specific Aims #4: Understand the relationship between microstructure and compaction /
dissolution mechanism of compound-A/caffeine-lactose tablets with microCT/holder
toolbox.
The microCT/holder toolbox will be tested on the tablet formulations developed in this study.
Microstructure models derived from microCT scans would be used in 3-D computerized
simulation of liquid intrusion, generating reliable permeability information. A quantitative
interpretation of dissolution behaviors based on dissolution mechanism and tablet microstructure
would be established, providing valuable insight in microstructure design for fine-tuning tablet
properties.
1.3 Background
This section gives an overview of tablet compaction, pharmacological properties and tablet
microstructure, providing the basic knowledge important for understanding the discussions in the
following chapters.
1.3.1 Tablet Compaction in Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
The major forming method for pharmaceutical tablets is compaction, realized via a pressurizing
process for powder mixtures conducted on a tablet press. As simple as it looks, tablet
compaction remains a process that is based more on empirical knowledge than on scientific
theory (1). The use of basic physicochemical data in formulation work for prediction of
tabletting properties, for example compressibility (ability to reduce in volume) and
compactibility (ability to form compacts), is relatively limited due to insufficient understanding
of the underlying physical interactions of the materials in use (1).
Secondary Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
There are two phases of pharmaceutical manufacturing. Primary pharmaceutical manufacturing
refers to the process during which active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) is produced, while
secondary pharmaceutical manufacturing refers to the process that API is mixed with excipients
and produced into a final dosage form, e.g. a tablet. As tablet compaction is a critical step for
shaping the pharmacological properties, a series of other unit operations ahead of it are used to
prepare the materials for the tabletting process.
In order to achieve good performance for the quality matrix listed in Table 1-1, multiple routes
of secondary pharmaceutical manufacturing have been devised; the most popular three routes are
direct compression, dry granulation, and wet granulation (Figure 1-3):
Direct compression is the most desired manufacturing route, in which dry API powder is blended
with appropriate excipients and fed directly to the tablet press. It is theoretically straightforward,
easy to control, and bears low cost. However, it also imposes high requirement on material
consistency and on the proper interaction between the API and excipients in blending and
compaction. No segregation should happen in the blending process, which could lead to
heterogeneous mixtures. The powders should be free flowing and of sufficient density, ensuring
consistent feeding to the press to obtain adequate tablet weight. The excipients should yield
proper binding to the API and form tablets with good mechanical and physical strengths. Direct
compression is a top choice upon satisfaction of the criteria listed above, but often requires
longer development time due to insufficient understanding of material interactions. It also bears
a much higher risk in scale up, as there is less room for adjustment of particle size or moisture
level when compared with the other two routes. This prolonged development time coupled with
higher potential variation in scale-up / production dramatically reduces the utilization of direct
compression.
1.3.1.1
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Figure 1-3 Illustration of common routes for secondary pharmaceutical manufacturing
Notes: The blending step right before tabletting in dry/wet granulation might be dispensable;
In this illustration, the starting materials are assumed to be dry API and excipient powders;
The coating and packaging steps after tabletting are omitted in this illustration for simplicity reasons.
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More commonly seen in new drug applications (NDA) is wet granulation, which is
relatively established but requires additional manufacturing steps. The powder blend is
thoroughly mixed with a liquid binder/adhesive in a high shear mixer, e.g. aqueous
preparation of cellulose derivatives, and passed through coarse screens. The materials are
then dried and subjected to further milling, resulting in granules of desired size for
tabletting (typically a few hundred microns). After a final blending step, the powder is
fed to the tablet press. The wet granulation procedure is considerably more complicated
than direct compression, with seven unit operations vs. ideally two for the latter. The
operational cost is higher and due to the additional steps, there is a need for additional
process control. However, because wet granulation better accommodates material
variability, it is a more universal process.
Sitting right between direct compression and wet granulation is dry granulation (roller
compaction), where the powder blend goes through light compression under relatively
low pressure to enhance cohesiveness and density. The compressed material, often called
ribbon, is then passed through a mill to generate granules, which are typically further
blended with lubricants/free-flowing agents/excipients before tabletting. Dry granulation
does not introduce a liquid phase into the process, and thus spares the need for wet
milling and drying. This is especially important for an API that is sensitive to water or
heat. But the number of unit operations is still more than twice that for direct
compression. Plus, dry granulation is more prone to produce fine powders before
tabletting, potentially reducing the yield and generating uncertainties in tabletting
behaviors. Powder flowability prior to dry granulation should also be excellent.
It is obvious that direct compression is the most desirable route for secondary
pharmaceutical manufacturing. In reality, the semi-empirical nature of the current
formulation development practice and the insufficient understanding of material
interactions make direct compression a time-consuming target to reach. For candidates
that are being prepared for New Drug Application (NDA), time-to-market is critical to
maximize patent-protected sales period. As a result, a majority of NDA drugs end up
with wet granulation. The cost of goods sold (COGS) for brand name drugs has been
around 25% of revenues, while that for generic drugs is around 50% (2). According to
Ruey-Ching (Richard) Hwang, a senior director of pharmaceutical sciences at Pfizer
Global Research and Development (Kalamazoo, MI), "more than 50% of the generic
formulations I've worked on use direct compression. About 30%-40% wind up using wet
granulation and 10% or less use roller compaction."(3) With an adequate knowledge
about material interaction and the subsequent impact on tablet microstructure / properties,
there is a much better chance (and confidence) to promote direct compression for NDA
drugs.
1.3.1.2 Mechanism of Tablet Compaction
The process of tablet compaction involves a few basic steps (Figure 1-4). The powder is
first filled into the die with excessive portion removed, after which the upper punch of the
press travels down in coordination with lower punch to compress the powder into a tablet,
and then the lower punch travels up to eject the tablet.
top punch
powder
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bottomn punch
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Figure 1-4 The basic steps of tablet compaction. Adapted from ABPI resources for schools.
The powder goes through two stages in this process. First, the particles rearrange
themselves and are subjected to (reversible) elastic deformation, after which they undergo
(irreversible) plastic deformation and/or fragmentation and develop strong inter-particle
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solid bonding. In manufacturing processes, in order to allow displacement of air and the
material to relax and form greater solid bonds, there may be a pre-compaction step that is
performed at lower pressure than the main compaction. The terminology compaction and
compression are often used interchangeably in the industry, causing unnecessary
confusions. In this study we define that compression is the reduction in volume of a
powder bed due to the application of a pressure, while compaction is the transformation
of a powder into a coherent specimen of defined shape by powder compression.
Multiple factors could influence the quality of tablet production. Moisture-powder
interaction is a major factor in formulation, processing, and performance of solid dosage
forms (4). Appropriate control of material moisture level and relative humidity (RH) of
manufacturing facility could be critical in achieving desired and consistent final product
quality. Particle size/shape distribution could potentially affect both the particle
rearrangement and elastic/plastic consolidation of the powders. Typically, at the same
compaction pressure, tablet hardness increases with decreasing particle size due to larger
numbers of contact points(5), although the flowability of the powder could decrease
simultaneously. Other important properties of the API and excipients include
crystallinity(6), polymorphism(7, 8) / amorphism(9), salt form(10). On the process side,
the manufacturing steps prior to tablet compaction have direct impact on material
properties and interactions, as discussed above. The speed of compaction can have
significant impact on tablet properties, as materials response differently when subjected
to the same pressure at various speeds, which often presents a big challenge for scale-up
and technology transfer when tabletting speed increases significantly (11). The force of
the main compaction, the existence of pre-compaction, and their relative magnitude
might impact the mechanical strength and defect rates of the tablets (12).
Tablet manufacturing is a multi-step process that involves a lot of different factors.
Through deciphering tablet microstructure, this study aims to rationalize the development
process.
1.3.2 Tablet Properties and Analytical Methods
Due to the desired efficacy and potential toxicity of the pharmaceutical tablets, the tablet
properties as listed in Table 1-1 are measured with correspondent analytical methods to
ensure quality compliance. In this section we discuss the physical/chemical, mechanical,
and pharmacological properties of the tablets, as well as the associated analytical
methods.
1.3.2.1 Physical/Chemical Properties
The shape and size of a tablet is mainly determined by the shape of the tooling,
operational setups, and material loading. Thickness plays an important role for the
mechanical stability of the tablets during transport and packaging (especially when
tablets are blistered). For the same level of die filling, tablet thickness is determined by
the compressive load and material elasticity. Tablet thickness is typically measured with
a micrometer and is controlled within 5% deviation from a standard value. The tablet
should look generally appealing and free of defects, with coating applied to enhance
surface texture if necessary.
Content uniformity or weight variation is used to determine dosing consistency. Content
uniformity test is required by US Pharmacopeia (USP) for most tablets that have less than
50mg or 50% of API by weight'. Ten units of tablets are assayed for accurate API
content, all of which should stay within +/- 15% from the standard value, with a standard
deviation of less than 6%. Should either criterion not be met, additional testing would be
needed and the batch might fail. For tablets that content uniformity test is not required,
weight variation test might be adopted instead. Weight is controlled via die filling
volume. To have consistent tablet weight, the powder should have uniform density as
well as good flowability.
Physical and chemical stability are usually tested under temperature and moisture levels
specified by pharmacopeias. Long term stability test is typically done at 25 *C and 60%
1 USP 29 - NF 24, General Chapters <905>, Uniformity of Dosage Units.
RH for up to three years. An accelerated condition of 40'C and 75% RH allows
examination of stability in a much shorter time frame (max 6 months). Physical stability
mainly refers to the capability of maintaining hardness and dimensions as well as original
crystalline forms, with the latter typically assessed by X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD).
Chemical stability examines the self-degradation of API or its reaction with other
ingredients in the formulation, which is typically assessed with high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC).
1.3.2.2 Mechanical Properties
The mechanical strength of a tablet indicates the degree of bonding among the materials
after the manufacturing process. The bonding should neither be so strong that
disintegration/dissolution of tablet is impeded, nor so weak that the tablet can not endure
normal handling, packaging, or transportation. There are mainly two types of USP
compendial tests for mechanical strength. Tablet hardness/tensile strength test focuses on
the strength while friability test focuses on the weakness.
The hardness test measures the breaking force, the force required to cause tablet to fail in
a specific plane. The tablets are generally placed between two plates, one of which
moves and applies sufficient force to the tablet to cause fracture. For round tablets,
diametral loading is adopted. The case of point-loading of a homogeneous disk at
diametrically opposite points can be solved analytically using continuum mechanics
equations, which indicates that tension is induced in the direction perpendicular to
loading(13). In reality, three modes of failure have been observed (Figure 1-5). Tensile
failure is characterized by a clean split into halves along the loaded diameter (parallel to
the direction of loading) or by a triple cleft failure. Shear failure is characterized by
crushing at the contacts and the progression of failure zones until the tablet collapses. It
has been shown that to obtain reproducible results for the strength of tablets prepared at a
given compression force, the tablet must break in such a manner that the tensile stress is
the major stress(14). As a result, hardness is not exactly a good description of the test,
while breaking force is really measuring the tensile strength.
Load Load Load
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1-5 Tablet failure mode in hardness testing. (a) simple tensile failure, (b) triple cleft (tensile
failure) (c) shear-induced failure (illustration was adapted from Davies and Newton, Pharmaceutical
Powder Compaction Technology, 1996, pg 165).
Tensile strength is a more accurate measurement of mechanical strength as it also takes
into account the geometry of the tablet. Based on elastic theory and a few assumptions,
the tensile strength of cylindrical tablets has been derived as follows(1 5):
2F
a-= (1.1)7cDH
Where F is the breaking force/hardness, D is the diameter and H is the tablet thickness.
In daily practice of pharmaceutical formulation development, hardness in unit of N is
often adopted. Oral round tablets normally have a hardness value of 40-1OON, some
chewable or hypodermic tablets could have hardness less than 30N, while some extended
release tablets or larger ovaloid tablets could carry hardness values of 100-200N (16).
A friability test is complementary to the hardness test, evaluating the ability of tablets to
withhold abrasions resulting from coating, packaging, shipping, and handling. A number
of tablets adding up to 6.5g (or 10 tablets if single weight more than 650mg) are placed in
a Roche friabilator, which rotates and subjects the tablets to repeated rolling and falling
shocks from 6 inch height (Figure 1-6). After 100 rotations (or 500 if the tablets will later
be coated), the weight loss of the tablets is recorded and should not exceed 1%. If a
tablet cracks, the test automatically fails.
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Figure 1-6 USP Standard tablet friability apparatus. Adopted from USP 31 Chapter <1216>
1.3.2.3 Pharmacological Properties
Pharmacology refers to the study of interactions between a living organism and chemicals,
and the consequently altered biological functions. It mainly includes pharmacokinetics
(PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD). PK refers to the impact of body on the drug, e.g., the
plasma drug concentration vs. time, while PD refers to the impact of drug on the body,
e.g., efficacy and toxicity profile. Both PK and PD are in vivo studies. In order to
develop an in vitro tool to mirror the in vivo activities, the pharmaceutical industry started
with disintegration test and settled with dissolution test. It is worth clarifying that
disintegration test and dissolution test are different from the disintegration and
dissolution of tablets. The former are tests and the latter are processes.
As early as 1950, disintegration test was adopted in US Pharmacopeia 14 as an in vitro
method for assessing bioavailability. It combines mechanical shear force and
hydrodynamics penetration to expedite the disintegration of the tablet and record the time
it takes to complete. The disintegration apparatus consists of a basket rack holding six
plastic tubes open at the top and bottom. The bottom is covered with a 10 mesh screen.
The tubes are immersed in a suitable liquid (often water) at 370C and moves up and down
at 30 RPM. One tablet is placed into each tube and the time for the tablet to disintegrate
and fall through the screen is taken as the disintegration time. Disintegration time does
not necessarily indicate complete dissolution of the tablet, neither does it have good
correlation with in vivo PK. It was found out that gastric movement creates a much
milder mechanical stress than the disintegration test( 17). Disintegration test is currently
used in quality control for batch-to-batch variation, but is not used to provide too much
additional information about tablet properties.
The shortfalls of disintegration test were soon realized by the industry. Dissolution test,
in which the concentration of dissolved active ingredient in a preset agitation regime is
tracked against time, emerged as a closer resemblance of the in vivo activities. In 1957,
Nelson demonstrated that the blood level of orally administered theophylline salts was
directly related with their in vitro dissolution rates (18). In 1960s and 70s, studies started
to emerge demonstrating the impact of dissolution rate on bioavailability (19-2 1). A
study of digoxin bioavailability demonstrated that different formulations of digoxin
yielded up to sevenfold of difference in serum digoxin level (22). After years of
experiments with different setups, a rotating basket dissolution test was first adopted as a
standard test method (USP #1) by USP 18 in 1970. As early as 1976, USP essentially
requires most of tablets and capsules to have dissolution requirement. In another two
years, a rotating paddle dissolution test was adopted as USP #2 test by USP and soon
gained popularity partially due to its simple design. There are 7 compendial dissolution
tests currently in USP, but the basket test and paddle test remain the dominant tests used
by the industry.
Paddle Method Basket Method
USP Apparatus #2 USP Apparatus #1
Figure 1-7 Illustration of paddle and basket dissolution setup. Adapted from Jascofrance, Inc.
An illustration of the basket and paddle dissolution apparatus is shown in Figure 1-7.
Both tests are utilizing the same dissolution vessels, typically with a IL volume. The
vessels are immersed in a water bath or bathless heating jacket, with a typical
temperature of 37-37.5 C. The difference is in the mechanism of agitation. Basket
method utilizes a rotating basket, with tablet placed inside. The basket is made from
stainless steels and has an inner diameter/height of 20mm/27mm. The basket is
positioned so that the bottom is 25mm away from the vessel bottom. The side wall and
bottom wall are screens with welded seam of specified diameter and openings. The tablet
goes through dissolution when in contact with the medium agitated by the rotating basket.
Basket dissolution has a series of drawbacks, where the complexity of hydrodynamics
inside the basket is to be blamed. There is a high shear region near the side wall, ejecting
disintegrated tablet fragments out of the mesh, while at the bottom region of the basket
the agitation is relatively mild, where the fragments are often deposited until dissolved
(23, 24). Simulation of basket hydrodynamics with Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) suggests that when a tablet lays flat at the bottom of the basket, free convection
contributes significantly to the dissolution process (24) (Figure 1-8). Unfortunately, the
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position of the tablet inside of the basket is not consistent. It was often observed that a
tablet could flow atop the basket, lean against the side wall, or lay flat on the bottom.
The very complex nature of the hydrodynamics in this small basket makes it difficult to
understand how dissolution is impacted by the surrounding flow patterns.
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The paddle dissolution method utilizes agitation of a center-shafted paddle to drive
medium flow. The tablet typically sits in the hemispherical bottom region of the vessel,
but could be floating if density is low. The paddle has an upper width of 75mm and a
lower width of 42mm, with a height of 19mm. The paddle is positioned so that the lower
edge is 25mm away from the vessel bottom. Paddle dissolution is currently the most
widely used method, due to its simplicity of design and the ambient amount of data on In-
Vitro-In-Vivo Correlation (IVIVC). The hydrodynamics situation of paddle dissolution
is also relatively complex. From CFD simulation .(25) and experimental results, it is
observed that right under the paddle there is a region with highly unpredictable swirling
flows (Figure 1-9). This region, nicknamed the "dead zone", is often the region that
tablet sits in during most of the dissolution period. The flow speed at lecm away from the
bottom center could be three times as high as that at the bottom center, so the positioning
of the tablet could potentially have a big impact on the dissolution results (26). Tablet
could also collapse into a pile of debris, further complicating the understanding of the
dissolution mechanism and impede IVIVC studies.
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Figure 1-9 CFD simulation of hydrodynamics in USP paddle dissolution test, 50 RPM, adapted from
McCarthy, et al., 2003
In spite of the difficulty in hydrodynamics investigation and thus mechanistic
understanding, dissolution has been widely adopted by the pharmaceutical industry in
multiple functionalities (Figure 1-10). It is being used extensively in formulation
development as an in vitro bioavailability test, establishing IVIVC. Dissolution is a
routine quality assurance test in examining batch-to-batch reproducibility and influences
the decision of product release. Failed dissolution tests resulted in 14 product recalls in
1999, which is 18% of non-manufacturing recalls for oral solid dosages of the year (27).
The numbers climbed to 20 and 24% for the year of 2000 (28). More recently,
dissolution is used in approval of scale-up / post-approval changes (SUPAC) (29, 30),
which allows the pharmaceutical companies to optimize the manufacturing procedures
after the approval of the initial manufacturing setup. The most notable recent
development lies in the central role of dissolution test in determining biowaiver eligibility
of certain immediate-release dosage forms (31). Since in vivo bioavailability and
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bioequivalence study is costly to conduct, this development represents a powerful
cost-saving functionality provided by the dissolution test.
Biowaiver
for Generics
Formut jpApproval for
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Dissolution
Batch-to-batch Product
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Figure 1-10 The central position of dissolution test in pharmaceutical industry functionalities.
1.3.3 Tablet Microstructure
Pharmaceutical tablets are typically produced from powders of active ingredients and
excipients via the process of compaction. The internal microstructure of tablets often
takes a porous configuration that depends on the nature of the raw materials and the
compaction process itself. Such a microstructure has a direct impact on the quality of the
pharmaceutical tablets. Tablet bulk porosity was demonstrated to have an exponential
relationship with tablet tensile strength (32), while increasing pore size within a tablet has
a negative impact on tensile strength (33). Porosity can also directly impact dissolution.
When diffusion through the outer layer is the rate limiting step of the process, high
porosity leads to fast dissolution in both pharmaceutical granules (34) and tablets (35)
due to a larger surface area. Quantitative characterization of the microstructure will help
understand tablet properties and thus facilitate rational formulation design based on
material properties and processing conditions.
In pharmaceutical science, common experimental techniques to study porosity are helium
pycnometry, gas adsorption and mercury porosimetry. Helium pycnometry is used to
measure the "true density" of the powders, based on which a theoretical bulk porosity of
the tablet can be calculated (36). Gas adsorption has been adopted to measure tablet
internal surface area (37). Mercury porosimetry is the only method capable of measuring
a pore size distribution of the tablet and has been widely utilized in the pharmaceutical
industry for this purpose (38). It involves the intrusion of mercury at high pressure into a
material. The pore size can be determined based on the external pressure needed to force
the liquid into a pore against the opposing force of the liquid's surface tension (Figure
1-11). However, it was indicated that in pharmaceutical granules, the pore diameter it
measures is the diameter of the necks connecting the pores, and it can not reach the pores
that are isolated from external connections (39). It records the total volume of pores at a
certain indicated diameter but does not contain individual pore information. It also does
not contain any location-dependant information, while it is known that uni-axially
compacted tablets have anisotropic density and porosity distribution (40, 41).
Furthermore, it is destructive and environmentally hazardous.
Based on a capillary law for non-wetting liquid,
the Washburn Equation:
D=-4 y cos(O)/P
Where:
* y: surface tension of pure mercury (480 dyne/cm)
* : contact angle between mercury and the solid
- P: mercury penetration equilibrated pressure
- D: pore diameter
Figure 1-11 Illustration and theory of mercury porosimetry.
The current standard methods fail to provide adequate and accurate information of tablet
microstructure. With the recent advancement in microscopic and tomographic sciences,
new approaches have become available to characterize tablet microstructure. Donoso et
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al. used near-infrared (NIR) diffuse reflectance spectroscopy to predict porosity of
theophylline tablets and obtained generally good agreement with results from helium
pycnometry (42). Similar tests were conducted on Metoprololtartrate tablets not only
with NIR but also with Raman spectroscopy (43). These studies indicate an opportunity
for on-line porosity monitoring, but no detailed porosity profile information is obtained.
Wu et al. analyzed scanning electronic microscopic (SEM) images of different
mechanically-cut sections of sodium chloride tablets with a binarization method and
showed an increase in porosity toward the bottom of a tablet and a preferred orientation
of the pores in the direction of compaction (40). In a follow-up study, they further
adopted a digital processing method called a morphological sieve (44). A porosity profile
was obtained after filtration of floating grains and small pores in SEM images. The
degree of filtration is determined so that bulk porosity is in good agreement with data
obtained from traditional methods. As a result, this method does not provide an
independent characterization of porosity profile.
Micro computed tomography (microCT) is a promising technology that has emerged in
the last decade with potentially sufficient resolution power to probe tablet microstructure.
In Chapter 4 & 6, we will discuss novel methods in applying microCT toward tablet
microstructure study, revealing microstructure information that has never been accessible
in the past. The new information is critical in aiding our understanding of the formation
and impact of microstructure, bringing us one step closer toward rational formulation
design.
The development of microCT technology also leads to a similar technology with higher
resolution, the nanoCT. MicroCT currently has a maximum resolution of 1 - 10 pim /
pixel, while nanoCT can reach 50 - 150 nm / pixel. Another promising technology with
a maximum resolution of 5 - 20 nm / pixel is focused ion beam scanning electron
microscopy (FIB-SEM). It transforms the traditional SEM from 2-D into 3-D by utilizing
an ion beam to cut off sample slides between SEM scans. A preliminary study using
FIB-SEM is described in Chapter 7, demonstrating its potential as well as problems.
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Chapter 2 Characterization of Caffeine-Lactose Tablet
Compaction and Tablet Properties
Lactose has been used as a common excipient in the pharmaceutical industry for more
than 50 years (1), while caffeine is often a model drug for development and
characterization of formulations (2, 3). In previous Ph.D. theses of the Cooney lab, the
micro and macro properties of the materials and case studies in pharmaceutical
manufacturing were thoroughly investigated. Inter-particle forces were characterized
with atomic force microscopy measurements (4, 5). Performance of spray-dried lactose
and caffeine in various continuous blending scenarios was investigated experimentally (4,
6) and modeled with discrete element method (DEM) simulation (4, 7). Physical and
mechanical properties of the powder granules as well as tablets were evaluated (8). In
this chapter, we describe the manufacturing and characterization of caffeine-lactose
directly compressed tablets, which are used as a model system to explore the relationship
between tablet microstructure and properties.
2.1 Manufacturing of Caffeine-Lactose Tablets
2.1.1 Powder properties of spray-dried lactose and caffeine
Since its introduction in 1960s, spray dried lactose has demonstrated superior
performance in pharmaceutical solid dosage formation, especially in direct compression
(1, 9). Spray-dried lactose is manufactured by spray-drying a suspension of a-lactose
monohydrate crystals in a saturated aqueous solution of lactose. The final composition
for the DCL 11 and DCL14 materials (now called SuperTab SD 11 and SD 14, DMV
International) used in this study is 85% a-lactose monohydrate with 15% amorphous
lactose, the dried portion of the sprayed lactose solution. The primary material a-lactose
monohydrate undergoes fragmentation during compaction process, supplemented with a
strong binding capability of the amorphous lactose. The only difference between DCL1 1
and DCL14 is that DCL14 has slightly smaller primary particle size. The granules are
spherical in shape and are generally uniform in size, resulting in superior flowability
(Figure 2-1).
Figure 2-1 Environmental scanning electron microscopic images of DCL11 (left) and DCL14 (right).
(DMV International, 2005)
Anhydrous Caffeine (1,3,7-trimethyl Xanthine) is a central nervous system stimulant.
The material used in this study is USP grade caffeine powder (Sigma Inc., St. Louis, MO.)
It has an irregular particle shape with an average particle size of 196 jim and a standard
deviation of about 100 ptm. Caffeine is not a free flowing powder and usually
agglomerates in the presence of atmospheric moisture. Therefore, proper moisture
barrier is critical to maintain original particle size of caffeine powders.
Figure 2-2 ESEM image of caffeine particle. S. Ngai 2005
A third material used in the formulation is magnesium stearate, a commonly used
lubricant in pharmaceutical solid dosage forms. In tabletting, lubricant is used for two
purposes: one is to enhance the flowability of the powder itself, two is to reduce the
friction between the powder and the tooling. Magnesium stearate forms thin layers with
very low friction on the surface of the particles in the final mixture, facilitating the
relative flowing of the powder.
2.1.2 Manufacturing setup and formulations
Material Preparation
In order to ensure adequate flowability, lactose and caffeine powders were sieved with a
standard sieve tester SS-15 (Gilson Company Inc., Ohio) for 5 minutes. Particles in the
range of 106-212 pm were collected and equilibrated at 25*C and 20% relative humidity
(RH) for 2 days. The powders were then blended at 10 rpm for 15 minutes with a 42ml
V-shaped blender at the following composition: 10% Caffeine, 0.5% Magnesium
Stearate, and the rest 89.5% in DCL 11, DCL14, or half/half. The mixture was stored in
air-tight jars before compaction.
Tablet Compaction
Tablet compaction in this study is done with a Korsch EK-0 single station tablet press
(Korsch AG, Berlin, Germany) (Figure 2-3). The press is not instrumented, meaning no
force data is collected.
- Maximum compression force: 30kN
- Single punch eccentric press
- Maximum speed: 3600 tablets/hr
- Known: fill depth
- Unknown: compression force
dwell time
- Measurable: weight
thickness
Figure 2-3 Photo and parameters of Korsch EK-0 tablet press.
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Figure 2-4 Illustration of the tablet compaction station.
In order to obtain a relatively consistent way to manufacture the tablets, three parameters
are tracked for the tablet products: weight, thickness, and hardness. Tablet weight is
controlled via adjustment of the powder fill depth in the die (Figure 2-4). Tablet
thickness is controlled via the insertion depth of the upper punch, while the lower punch
remain fixed during compaction. The hardness of the tablet is a direct result of the
compaction process and is discussed in detail later. The diameter of the tablet is fixed at
9mm and tabletting speed is fixed at 20 tablets per minute. The weight of the tablet is
controlled at 200mg +- 10mg, for which an initial fill depth of 4.8mm is required. Final
tablet thickness range from 2.3mm to 3.2mm, representing the hardest and softest tablet
that could be produced by the press for the conditions specified.
After compaction, tablets are either placed in glass jars sealed with parafilm m or in
closed containers above over-saturated magnesium nitrite solution, where a relative
humidity of 55% is maintained under ambient temperature.
2.2 Tablet Mechanical Strength
The mechanical strength of a tablet is evaluated with a diametrical compression test,
which records the minimum force necessary for tablet tensile failure. (For more
background information about the test, please refer to section 1.3.2.) The recorded force
is regarded as the "hardness" of the tablet. Tablet hardness is mainly a result of material
interaction during the compaction process. In a head-to-head comparison of a-lactose
monohydrate, anhydrous a-lactose, roller-dried P lactose and crystalline p lactose, it was
revealed that tablet strength is simply a function of tablet internal surface area and does
not depend on the crystalline form (10). This suggests that the same binding mechanism
applies to all forms of crystalline lactose. For amorphous lactose this is a different story.
Increasing amount of amorphous lactose in spray-dried lactose was found to enhance
tablet strength without generating a larger internal surface area (11). Moisture could also
change the mechanical strength of lactose-dominant tablets. Sebhatu et al. investigated
the impact of storage at 55% RH environment pre- and post- compaction for lactose
tablet strength (12). It was shown that exposure to high RH for the tablets resulted in
higher tablet strength due to crystallization of the amorphous lactose. The amorphous
lactose selectively absorbs moisture, reducing glass transition temperature below the
operation temperature and facilitating crystallization toward a-lactose. Once the
crystallization is completed, most of the absorbed moisture would be released again.
In this study, we first examined the impact of moisture on tablets of different hardness
and lactose composition. The formulations tested were 10% Caffeine, 0.5% Magnesium
Stearate, and the rest 89.5% in DCL1 1, DCL14, or half/half. The tablets made had initial
powder fill depth of 4.8mm and final tablet thickness of 3.2 mm (soft) or 2.4 mm (hard).
The tablets were subjected to 55% RH after compaction. Tablet strength is tracked at
various time points until 2 weeks after compaction (Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6). In
general, higher composition of DCL14 leads to slightly higher tablet strength. The
smaller size of primary particles in DCL 14 could lead to higher surface area for binding,
which in turn results in stronger tablets. For tightly compacted caffeine-lactose tablets,
all the formulations registered a 15%-20% strength decrease within the first two minutes
after compaction. This is due to the elasticity of the materials, which caused the tablet to
increase in volume immediately following ejection and breaking some of the bonds
established during tabletting (13). No significant change in hardness is observed
afterwards, indicating that the low porosity of tightly compacted tablets permits a low
level of moisture penetration, reducing the potential impact by moisture.
Mechanical Strength of Tightly Compacted Tablets
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Figure 2-5 Mechanical strength of tightly compacted caffeine-lactose tablets.
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Figure 2-6 Mechanical strength of loosely compacted caffeine-lactose tablets.
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The scenario of mechanical strength for loosely compacted tablets is different from that
for tightly compacted tablets. The initial strength drop is much smaller when compared
with that for tightly compacted tablets, as much less extensive deformation happens in a
loose compaction. The impact of high moisture, however, is significant. One day after
storage in 55% RH, the tensile strength doubles and remains at the same level throughout
the two weeks of testing period. The much more porous tablet structure allows the
invasion of moisture into the tablet and probably facilitates crystallization and the
establishment of much stronger solid bonds (12).
In a next step, caffeine-DCL 11 tablets subjected to various degrees of compaction were
further examined for patterns in tensile strength. This time direct readings of crushing
force are used instead of the tensile strength. The two are presenting the same
mechanical property from slightly different perspectives. Crushing force (or hardness)
describes the absolute strength of the tablet, while tensile strength describes the relative
strength of the tablet when dimension is taken into consideration. Description of
hardness is more common in daily practice of the pharmaceutical industry.
In this new test, tablets were compacted from an original loading powder of 200mg
(~4.8mm fill depth) to a range of final tablet thickness from 2.3 to 3.2mm. Hardness at
Day 0 (DO) was measured 2 min after compaction. For tablets of all strengths, hardness
value does not change significantly across a 4-week storage period within sealed
moisture-barrier bags made with alternative layers of aluminum and polyethylene glycol
(PEG) (Figure 2-7). When stored in 55% RH, the tablets demonstrated higher hardness
after 1 day and maintained the levels thereafter (Figure 2-8). It is also observed that the
strength of the tablets in 55% RH had much higher variation when compared with those
in moisture bags. It is likely that the penetration of moisture depends on the local
microstructure. The lower porosity in hard tablets leads to less accessible internal space
and thus a more case-specific impact of moisture. A higher porosity in soft tablets
allowed extensive penetration of moisture, leading to much higher impact on tablet
strength. The relative strength gain from sealed condition to 54% RH for 3.2mm tablet is
300%, compared with 20% for 2.3mm tablets (Figure 2-9).
Hardness Profile for Caffeine-DCL1 1 Tablets in Sealed Bags
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Figure 2-7 Hardness profile for caffeine-DCL11 tablets of different strengths in sealed bags.
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Figure 2-8 Hardness profile for caffeine-DC111 tablets of different strengths in 55% RH
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Figure 2-9 Hardness gain for caffeine-DCL11 tablets in 55% RH compared with sealed condition.
2.3 Tablet Dissolution Profiles
As discussed in section 1.3.2.3, dissolution test holds a key position in the analytical tests
for pharmaceutical tablets. Dissolution speed was found to have a direct relationship
with tablet porosity, but detailed correlation between porosity profile and dissolution
speed was not established (14). In another study, it was proposed that the porosity of the
tablet could switch the dissolution mechanism between surface dissolution and
penetration-induced disintegration (15). The dissolution of lactose has been extensively
studied. It was found out that a-lactose goes through a mutarotation reaction and
converts to p-lactose (16) (Figure 2-10). The initial solubility of several different formats
of lactose powder was measured by Kamp et al. (17). a-lactose was shown to have a
much lower solubility than p-lactose (Figure 2-11). Specifically, a-lactose monohydrate
has the lowest solubility. The final solubility would be the same due to mutarotation
reaction in favor of the p-lactose with higher solubility.
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Figure 2-10 Mutarotation reaction of lactose. Modified from lactose.com.
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Figure 2-11 Initial solubility profile of different crystalline lactose powders in 37 *C water. Kamp
et al. 1986.
In disintegration testing, tablets made of a-lactose monohydrate had very short
disintegration time, while tablets made of amorphous a-lactose dissolved gradually
instead of disintegration. The lack of disintegration was attributed to both a small pore
size and the precipitation of a-lactose monohydrate in pore space due to lower initial
solubility (17).
In the current study, dissolution testing was conducted with a Varian VK70 10 dissolution
apparatus (Varian Inc, Palo Alto, CA) coupled with a C-Technologies JO® fiber-optic
system (C-Technologies, Bridgewater, NJ), which directly transmits the light signal
acquired in the dissolution medium to a Varian Cary50 spectrophotometer (Varian Inc,
Palo Alto, CA). The specific UV absorbance of the API is compared with a calibration
curve, based on which the concentration of API in the dissolution medium is calculated.
During the calibration stage, no signal interference from lactose or magnesium stearate
was observed at the 273nm characteristic wavelength adopted for caffeine measurement.
The whole caffeine concentration range during dissolution fell into the linear response
zone of the 10mm fiber-optic heads used for signal collection. Paddle dissolution test
was adopted with 50 RPM agitation and 900ml water dissolution medium at 37'C.
During agitation, the air dissolved in the dissolution medium might form bubbles on the
surface of tablets, altering the dissolution behavior. A degassing procedure was
performed on dissolution medium immediately before testing. The steps are as follows:
Heat the medium up to 410C with gentle agitation, then filter the medium through 0.47um
filtration system under vacuum with strong agitation. Keep the vacuum and agitation on
for 5 min, with proper heating to keep medium temperature at 37 C. Using a funnel,
carefully pour 900ml medium along the wall of the vessel without generating a lot of
bubbles. Wait 15 minutes for temperature equilibration before conducting experiments.
Paddle dissolution profiles were collected for caffeine-DCL 11 tablets of various strengths
at different time points up to 2 weeks post compaction. The tablets were stored in closed
glass jars in ambient condition and sealed with parafilm TM. At one day after compaction,
most of the dissolution profiles were well separated from each other, with the exception
of the two softest tablets (Figure 2-12). The situation changed dramatically by one week
of storage, when all the dissolution profiles converge toward a narrow region (Figure
2-13). It is also clear that the dissolution speed for all the tablets slowed down. By two
weeks of storage, all the dissolution profiles, except that for the softest tablet, continue to
slow down and converge (Figure 2-14). The dissolution profiles seemed to approach a
set of limit profile as storage time goes longer (Figure 2-15). As will become clear in
chapter 5, the limit profile represents pure surface dissolution whose rate is controlled by
convective diffusion.
The next step is to identify the physical/chemical changes that affected the dissolution
profiles of the tablets. Caffeine is not considered a factor here, because (a) lactose forms
the dominant structure and is thus mainly responsible for the dissolution or disintegration
of the tablet matrix, (b) after release from tablet, caffeine dissolution should not be a rate
limiting factor, as final concentration of caffeine in dissolution medium is less than 0.1%
of its saturated concentration. The solubility of caffeine in water at 37"C is 37 g/L (18),
the volume of the dissolution medium is 0.9L, while the total amount of caffeine present
in a tablet is 0.02 g. For lactose, a possible interaction with moisture is considered, as
parafilmTM was found to be a poor moisture barrier (internal communication with
Novartis expert) and the set of experiments was conducted in hot and humid summer time.
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Figure 2-12 Dissolution profiles of caffeine-DCL11 tablets at 1 day after compaction.
Dissolution of Caffeine Tablets - 1 week, n=6
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Figure 2-13 Dissolution profiles of caffeine-DCL11 tablets at 1 week after compaction.
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Figure 2-15 Summary of caffeine-DCL11 tablet dissolution profiles within 2 weeks after compaction
In order to verify the impact of moisture, the above experiments were repeated with two
sets of storage conditions: in sealed moisture barrier bags and in 55% RH humidity
chamber at ambient temperature. Dissolution tests were run at 1 day, 1 week, 2 weeks,
and 4 weeks after compaction. The time required for the completion of 60% dissolution
T60 is calculated from the dissolution profiles. In sealed condition, no obvious shift in
60% dissolution time is observed (Figure 2-16). This is in agreement with our
assumption that moisture caused the shift of dissolution profiles. In 54% RH condition,
except for the hardest tablets, all other tablets experienced moderate slow-down of
dissolution speed from 1 day to 1 week post compaction (Figure 2-17). After 1 week,
dissolution time remain at the same level. A further examination of T60 was done by
combining all the sealed tablet data and comparing that with the 54% RH tablet data after
1 day (Figure 2-18). Higher environmental moisture level leads to apparent slow-down
for caffeine-DCL 11 tablets with medium to low strength. This may be due to the
conversion of amorphous lactose toward a-lactose monohydrate, with the latter having a
lower solubility. The conversion also seemed to lead to a structure that is less susceptible
to disintegration, potentially due to the formation of moisture-mediated
interparticle-bonding when a higher molecular mobility is incurred (19).
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Figure 2-17 60% dissolution time for caffeine-DCL11 tablets stored in 54% RH.
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Figure 2-18 Comparison of dissolution time for caffeine-DCL11 tablets in sealed bags and 54% RH.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter we have discussed the manufacturing and testing of caffeine-lactose
directly compressed tablets, which are to be used in subsequent studies of microstructure
and dissolution mechanism. The impact of composition, compaction degree, and storage
moisture level was investigated in terms of tablet mechanical strength and dissolution
profiles.
It is demonstrated that tablet hardness drops within the first two minutes post compaction,
which we believe is due to tablet elastic expansion and the breakage of inter-particle
bonds. The drop is most obvious with the harder tablets, which were subjected to a
higher compaction force and thus incurred a higher degree of elastic recovery. Exposure
to high level moisture led to an increase in tablet hardness, especially that for the tablets
with medium to low strength to start with. A much higher porosity in soft tablets would
be expected to allow extensive penetration of moisture, leading to much higher impact on
tablet strength. The higher tablet strength under moisture exposure is probably a
combined result of crystallization of amorphous lactose and the establishment of
moisture-mediated solid bonds. Usage of DCL14 leads to a slightly higher tablet
strength than that of DCL 11, with the former having a smaller primary particle size and
thus generating a higher surface area for inter-particle bond formation.
A detailed dissolution study was conducted for caffeine-DCL1 1 tablets. Tablets of
various compaction degrees demonstrated distinctive dissolution profiles. Paddle
dissolution of harder tablets takes longer to complete than that for softer tablets.
However, moisture exposure could lead to conversion of amorphous lactose toward a-
lactose monohydrate with lower solubility. The establishment of moisture-mediated solid
bonds also seems to deter the disintegration of the caffeine-DCL1 1 tablets. Combined
effect of the two leads to slower dissolution for tablets exposed to high moisture,
especially for softer tablets with a much more porous structure to allow effective
moisture penetration. The general convergence toward a common dissolution profile
limit represents a pure surface dissolution scenario with no disintegration taking place,
which we will discuss in detail in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3 Rational Formulation Development of
Compound-A Tablets
In pharmaceutical manufacturing, formulation development largely determines the
complexity of material composition and manufacturing process. The knowledge derived
from the development process is also directly utilized in manufacturing control.
However, as introduced in Chapter 1, the current formulation development process is
often a combination of empirical property matching and design of experiments. The
development of formulations with high drug load is particularly difficult, as the
properties of the API might become equally important or even dominant when compared
with those of the excipients. For such a formulation, it is also critical to minimize the
addition of excipients so that tablet size remains manageable.
In this chapter we describe the development of a high-loading compound-A tablet
formulation, focusing on the material properties and the impact of manufacturing process
on these properties. Compared to rather "tradional" formulations, the new MIT
composition features fewer manufacturing steps and ingredients, is continuous-
manufacturing friendly, and exhibits comparable or better dissolution properties.
3.1 Compound-A Formulation by Direct Compression
Compound-A powder has very low bulk density and poor flowability. The desired dose
would usually require a final tablet weight of > 600 mg leading to unfavourable size of
the tablet. In order to develop a simple formulation and manufacturing process while
achieving high drug load and excellent tablet quality, formulation development was
carried out utilizing our understanding of material properties and interactions.
Based on our discussion in section 1.3.1.1, it is apparent that direct compression would be
the best choice if feasible, requiring minimal manufacturing steps and materials.
However, we also understand that direct compression has stringent criteria in material
property, e.g., flowability and density, and thus presents a big challenge with the active
ingredient under formulation development in this study.
6.2.1 Direct compression with reference formulations
The trial was started with a couple of reference formulations (Table 3-1) (The details of
the formulations are masked for confidentiality reasons). A 50% active drug - 50%
excipient combination was sought after as a first step. The powder mixture was blended
in a V-shaped blender for 15 minutes at 10 RPM and then compacted with a Korsch EK-0
single station tablet press. The powder fill depth was 6mm. Final tablet was around
100mg in weight, 9mm in diameter, and 1.5mm in thickness, implying a very high 4:1
compression ratio.
Due to the low density of compound-A powder, its volume is more than twice that for the
rest of the formulation at a 50% drug load (Figure 3-1). The volumetric ratio indicates
that the compound-A properties would probably become dominant in the formulations.
Table 3-1 Initial selection of direct compression formulations.
Excipient Formulation 1 (Fl)
" -Filler/Binder 1
" -Filler/Binder 2
" -Superdisintegrant 1
" -Free-flowing Glidant
" -Lubricant
Excipient Formulation 2 (F2)
" -Filler/Binder 2
" -Filler/Binder 3
" -Superdisinteg rant 2
" -Free-flowing Glidant
" -Lubricant
Figure 3-1 Volumetric dominance of compound-A (left) in a 50% formulation.
During the manufacturing process, the following observations were made: a
- The final blends are still of relatively poor flowability. At a 50g material load in
the feeding hopper, the die can not be fully filled at first try. Hopper needs to be
manually moved back and forth 3-5 times to achieve good fill, which indicated
the non- processability of the mixture at bigger scale with a high- speed tabletting
machine. Only -100 tablets could be made manually per batch.
- Re-lubrication of the upper punch and lower punch with magnesium stearate
(Mg St) was necessary for every 15 tablets manufactured, otherwise the tablets
become sticky to the lower punch and chipping happens when ejection takes place.
- F 1 and F2 formulations share the problems stated above, but filler/binder 3 in F2
seems to accumulate electrostatic charge easily, resulting in further stickiness.
- In the formulation of 50% Fl with double amount of lubricant, there is no need to
re-lubricate punches. Die fill is slightly more consistent but still not satisfactory.
Tablet hardness and thickness are measured at 2 minutes post-compaction (Day 0, 10
tablets) and then 1 day post-compaction (Day 1, 5 tablets). Weight is measured at the
time of hardness test. The data are presented in Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3. A dramatic
range of weight was recorded on the samples, demonstrating a significant die-fill problem.
A clear linear correlation between hardness/thickness and weight was observed. The
correlation of thickness with weight indicates considerable elasticity of the material, as
elastic recovery is proportional to material mass. The hardness data demonstrates that it
is possible to achieve a 70-80N strength satisfactory for 9mm tablets. The correlation
between hardness and tablet weight reflects a higher compaction force incurred by tablets
that started with more materials, as the upper punch travels the same distance regardless
of initial fill difference.
With two major excipients, one super disintegrant, and two flowing aids in F1/F2
formulations, it is difficult to determine a best process to optimize the mixture flowability.
We decided that starting from scratch with basic understandings of material properties
represents a rational approach to formulation development.
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Figure 3-2 Hardness and weight data of F1/F2 Compound-A tablets, N=1.
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Figure 3-3 Thickness and weight data of F1/F2 Compound-A tablets, N=1.
3.1.2 Direct compression with lactose-based formulation
In a previous study in the lab, Domike investigated the interparticle friction coefficient of
common pharmaceutical materials via atomic force microscopy (AFM) study (1). It was
found out that lactose particles lose asperity quickly upon abrasion against each other.
The lactose particles exhibit a friction level close to that of glass beads, much lower than
that of MCC.
Table 3-2 Interparticle friction coefficient of lactose and MCC by AFM. Adapted from Domike 2003.
Material Spray-dried Lactose Micro Crystalline Glass
I _ _ DCL14 Cellulose PH102 Beads
Interparticle
Friction 0.26 0.44 0.224
Coefficient I I
Based on the microscopic friction level, an important indicator of powder flowability,
spray dried lactose DCL14 was chosen as the primary excipient. We further picked
magnesium stearate, the most widely used lubricant in the pharmaceutical industry, and
1. 50
1.48
1.46 I I I I I I _ _ ____ -I
Aerosil 200*, an excellent free flowing agent of amorphous fumed silica, to enhance the
flowability of the powder mixture. The formulations in Table 3-3 were tested following
the manufacturing procedure described above.
Table 3-3 Direct compression formulations of compound-A tablets (wt%)
Formulation Compound-A DCL14 Mg St Aerosil
D30 30 67.5 2 0.5
D40 40 56.5 3 0.5
D50 50 45 4 1
In spite of a very high lubricant loading, the D50 powder was not flowing well in the
tablet press and was not further pursued. The hardness/weight data of D30 at target
hardness levels of 60N/90N and D40 at target hardness level of 60N is shown in Figure
3-4. When compared with Fl/F2 formulations, the weight variation in D30/D40 has seen
improvement but is still not satisfactory. Tablet hardness for both D30/D40 at 60N is not
very sensitive to weight variation, demonstrating a similar slope. However, strength of
D30 tablets at 90N exhibits significant reliance on weight. A 5% weight increase could
double the tablet hardness.
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Figure 3-4 Hardness/weight data of Compound-A tablets made from direct compression, N=1.
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Table 3-4 Summary of direct compression trials for compound-A tablets. (Average + - Stdev)
Formulation Weight (mg) Thickness (mm) Hardness (N)I
F1/F2 100+-6 1.50 + - 0.03 55 + - 15
D30 160+-3 2.23/2.12+ -0.02 65/95 + -8
D40 154+-2.5 2.22 + - 0.01 58 + - 9
D50 Not flowing
The results of direct compression trials are summarized in Table 3-4. From the trials, it
becomes clear that a drastically simplified formulation is capable of producing tablets
with sufficient strength. However, inconsistent die fill is a major issue due to the poor
flowability of the dominant compound-A powder in the mixture. Multiple factors
contribute to the poor flowability, e.g., the needle shaped crystals have a very high
surface to volume ratio, magnifying the impact of intermolecular forces and increasing
cohesion/adhesion activities. However, low density is also a primary concern because of
the following reasons: (1). A low density alleviates the interaction between compound-A
and lactose, reducing the binding power of the latter; (2). A low density renders the
necessity of deep die fill to reach target weight, making it more difficult to achieve
consistent loading especially under high-speed manufacturing scenario; (3). A low
density of compound-A is not beneficial for the smoothing of lactose particle surfaces,
which requires certain level of abrasion to happen. In order to address the low density
problem while maintaining the advantage of the current formulation, a modified
manufacturing process utilizing roller compaction is tested.
3.2 Compound-A Formulation by Roller Compaction
Roller compaction seems to be a perfect solution for the low density issue incurred in the
direct compression trials. It could dramatically increase the powder density and improve
flowability. Although spray-dried lactose is not a most common excipient used in roller
compaction and exhibits a tendency for fragmentation, the roller compaction trial was
deemed worthwhile due to the high drug loading of the formulation. The dominant
compound-A powder is a material that is prone to plastic densification and could thus
potentially act as a cushion for the lactose particles.
A typical roller compaction process is described in section 1.3.1.1. Depending on the
specific roller compaction formulation tested, there might be a final blending step with
addition of extra lubricants/excipients before the tabletting. The granulates obtained from
compacting the original mixture fed to the roller compactor is called the "internal phase",
while the additional material added at the final blending step is called the "external
phase". External phase could be comprised of lubricants and other excipients, which are
often necessary to enhance the flowability of the final blend. However, it reduces drug
loading and adds an extra manufacturing step. For continuous pharmaceutical
manufacturing where ingredients are added at a constant rate, external phase could also
present a feeding accuracy problem if it only comprises of lubricants in small amount.
3.2.1 Roller compaction simulated with pre-compaction
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of density reduction on flowability improvement, a
two-step compaction process is designed to simulate the roller compaction process.
" First Blending: 40% compound-A + 56% DCL14 Lactose + 1.5% Mg St + 0.5%
Aerosil, V-shaped blender, 50g batch, 20 RPM for 10 min
e Pre-compaction to simulate roller compaction: material compacted into large, soft
tablets with an average strength of 3N
* Milling: 1mm mesh, 3000 RPM
* Final Blending: Milled powder + 1.5% Mg St + 0.5% Aerosil 200, V-shaped
blender, 20 RPM for 5 min
e Tabletting: target weight 150mg, strength 60N, diameter 9mm
" Final composition: 40% compound-A + 56% DCL14 + 3% Mg St + 1% Aerosil
Blending was done in a 100ml V-shaped blender made in house. Milling was done with
a hammer mill (GlenMills, Inc., Glifton, NJ). Pre-compaction and tabletting was
conducted with a Korsch EK-0 single punch eccentric tablet press (Korsch AG, Berlin,
Germany).
With the simulated roller compaction process, powder flow problem was totally
eliminated. Tablets produced were consistent in shape, appearance, weight, thickness, as
well as mechanical strength (Table 3-5).
Table 3-5 Simulated roller compaction produces satisfactory tablets.
Sample (n=12) Weight (mg) Thickness (mm) Hardness (N)
Average 155 2.243 63
StandardDev 0.7% 0.5% 9.1%
Dissolution profile of the produced tablets was tested using 0.0iN HCl solution. The
tablet dissolution was very rapid, with 95% dissolution completed by 8 minutes. As an
instant-release formulation, the performance is at least twice faster than a reference
formulation, which already contain super disintegrant to expedite dissolution process.
The fast dissolution of the tablets can most probably be attributed to the superb
dissolution behavior of spray-dried lactose.
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Figure 3-5 Dissolution profile of 40% compound-A tablets via simulated roller compaction.
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3.2.2 Roller compaction with bench-top compactor
After the successful proof-of-concept tests with simulated roller compaction, we then
moved on to a roller compactor for formulation development. The performance of a
series of lactose-based formulations (M50/M60/M70) was compared with that for two
reference formulations, N68 and N50. Only N68 has an external phase, which is
eliminated in all the other formulations to facilitate continuous manufacturing. The
formulations are presented in Table 3-6. Roller compaction trials were carried out with a
TFC-Micro roller compactor (Vector Corp, Marion, IA). The operational condition of
roller compaction is presented in Table 3-7.
Table 3-6 Compound-A formulations for roller compaction.
MIT (M50/M60/M70) wt%
Compound-A 50/60/70
Spray-dried Lactose DCL14 (DMV) 45/35/25
Colloidale silicon anhydrous (Aerosil 200) 1
Magnesium stearate (Faci) 4
N68 - Internal Phase wt%
Compound-A N/A
Filler/Binder-1 N/A
Filler/Bin der-2 N/A
Superdisintegrant N/A
Free-flowing Glidant N/A
Lubricant N/A
N68 - External Phase wt%
Free-flowing Glidant N/A
Lubricant N/A
N50 wt%
Compound-A N/A
Filler/Binder-1 N/A
Filler/Binder-2 N/A
Superdisintegrant N/A
Free-flowing Glidant N/A
Lubricant N/A
Table 3-7 Operational conditions for roller compaction.
TFC-LAB Micro Roller Compactor Setting
Roll Speed 2 RPM
Roll Current 0.25-0.3 A
Feeding Screw Speed 6.8 RPM
Feeding Screw Current 0.075 A
Roll Pressure 600 PSI
In the process of roller compaction, N68 and N50 exhibited excellent flowing properties,
with adequate ribbons produced. However, after milling and blending with external
phase, the final powder mixture of N68 had poor flowability and was not capable of
adequate die-fill in the tabletting process. M50/M60/M70 had static charge build-up in
the roller compaction process, increasing with drug load, but all the formulations were
capable of producing ribbons with adequate shape and strength. There was also an
tendency of material sticking to feeding hopper wall. Considering the simple single
screw feeding mechanism adopted in the bench-top roller compactor used, this might not
be a major concern for commercial scale instrument, where multiple screw feeding with
vacuum aid is the standard.
Without an external phase, all the M-series formulation exhibited superb tabletting
behavior. Die fill was very consistent and the tablets produced were of excellent quality.
The data of the tablets is presented in Table 3-8. Twelve samples were measured at the
beginning of the automatic tabletting process (20 tablets/minute) and after 100 tablets
were produced. (For N50 tablets, data was also collected at 200 tablets.) M50/M60/M70
all produced consistent and high quality tablets, with an average hardness level of 1 OON,
a satisfactory strength for commercial tablets of 9mm diameter. There is a slight upward
shift of weight (<2%) as tabletting progresses. This is due to the small size of the batch
and the potential segregation of smaller particles to the bottom of the hopper. In the case
of M70, a final mild blending of 5 min at 10 RPM was capable of eliminating the density
difference. In commercial scale high speed tabletting with force feeding of the dies, this
density variation might not be present due to the large batch size.
N50 had very consistent tabletting behavior, matching the performance of the M-series
formulations. N68, however, was not capable of automatic tabletting even with fresh
addition of lubricant, manual agitation of feeding hopper, or additional blending before
tabletting. Manual tabletting was conducted to produce some tablets for further
comparison tests.
Table 3-8 Compound-A tablet data of roller compaction formulations.
M50 n=12 Weight (mg) Hardness (N) Thickness (mm)
0 tablet Average 225 96 3.157
Stdev 0.7% 4.6% 0.2%
100 tablets Average 229 95 3.200
Stdev 1.2% 7.2% 0.2%
M60 n=12 Weight (mg) Hardness (N) Thickness (mm)
0 tablet Average 231 99 3.201
Stdev 1.1% 5.7% 0.4%
100 tablets Average 235 101 3.241
Stdev 0.9% 7.1% 0.3%
M70 N=12 Weight (mg) Hardness (N) Thickness (mm)
0 tablet Average 224 101 3.215
Stdev 0.7% 3.9% 0.3%
100 tablets Average 225 103 3.210
Stdev 0.9% 9.6% 0.3%
N50 n=12 Weight (mg) Hardness (N) Thickness (mm)
0 tablet Average 230 100 3.106
Stdev 0.7% 4.7% 0.2%
100 tablets Average 233 103 3.145
Stdev 0.8% 5.8% 0.3%
200 tablets Average 239 99 3.226
Stdev 0.6% 4.7% 0.2%
When compared with N series formulation, M series requires fewer ingredients and is
capable of tabletting at a higher drug load. Additional characterization tests were carried
out to further test its robustness. A prolonged tabletting run of M50 was conducted to
probe the lower limit of materials required in the hopper for normal tabletting. It was
demonstrated that tabletting was very consistent even when there were only 40g materials
left in the hopper (after 200 tablets made) (Table 3-9). When the amount of powder
drops to 18g, the tablets produced were no longer consistent in weight and hardness as it
is shown in the results of the 300 tablets with increased standard deviations for all
parameters tested.
Table 3-9 Prolonged tabletting test of M50 formulation.
M50 n=12 Weight (mg) Hardness (N) Thickness (mm)
0 tablet Average 229 100 3.157
Stdev 0.5% 8.0% 0.2%
100 tablets Average 231 97 3.180
Stdev 0.5% 10.5% 0.2%
200 tablets Average 232 99 3.182
Stdev 0.4% 9.2% 0.1%
300 tablets Average 212 53 3.108
Stdev 2.2% 15.2% 0.5%
The impact of tabletting speed was also evaluated on the M50 formulation (Table 3-10).
The speeds tested were 10 / 20 / 40 strokes per minute. The tabletting process went fine
at all the three speeds. However, the standard deviation of hardness increased with
tabletting speed. There is also a tendency of higher tablet weight at higher tabletting
speed. This is due to the feeding mechanism of the tablet press used, in which a hopper
moves over onto the die hole and fills it under gravity. A faster tabletting speed
corresponds to a more forceful stop of the hopper over the die, creating a higher pressure
within the hopper. As a result, slightly more materials might be pushed into the die. As
the punch movement pattern and feeding mechanism of eccentric single station tablet
press are different from those of commercial scale multi-station tablet press, the actual
impact of tabletting speed needs to be evaluated in a larger scale production setup.
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Table 3-10 Tabletting speed test for M50 formulation.
M50 n=12 Weight (mg) Hardness (N) Thickness (mm)
10 RPM Average 229 97 3.165
Stdev 1.0% 7.2% 0.2%
20 RPM Average 231 97 3.180
Stdev 0.5% 10.3% 0.2%
40 RPM Average 236 107 3.211
Stdev 1.4% 15.9% 0.6%
Next, the capability of M-series formulation in generating commercial scale products was
tested. M60 formulation was adopted to produce a tablet with a diameter of 11mm and a
drug load of 300mg (Table 3-11). The tabletting process was very smooth and consistent,
with no additional lubrication of the instrumentation necessary. A steady state operation
was reached within 2 minutes. The hardness of the tablets was comparable to that of
benchmark formulations, and the thickness was within an acceptable range.
Table 3-11 Tabletting production of commercial scale tablets for M60 formulation.
M60 n=12 Weight (mg) Hardness (N) Thickness (mm)
0 tablet Average 496 167 4.559
Stdev 0.6% 12.9% 0.2%
50 tablets Average 489 152 4.543
Stdev 0.6% 7.9% 0.2%
100 tablets Average 490 154 4.548
Stdev 0.6% 6.2% 0.2%
The dissolution profile of the M60 11mm tablets indicates a comparable or better
dissolution speed than benchmark formulations, with 90% dissolution completed in 20
minutes (Figure 3-6). Dissolution setup was as described in section 3.2.1. The variation
observed beyond 80% dissolution is due to sample absorbance signal exceeding the linear
transmission range of the fiber-optic probes.
The dissolution profiles of M50 / M60 / M70 / N50 / N68 tablets with a total weight of
200mg and a diameter of 9mm were also examined. M50 / M60 / M70 had very
consistent dissolution profiles, with 90% dissolution by 11.5 - 13 minutes (Figure 3-7,
Figure 3-8, and Figure 3-9). N50 / N68 dissolution profiles exhibited much higher
variation (Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11), caused by a large amount of white debris
released interfering with fiber-optic signals. They also underwent slower dissolution,
with 90% dissolution finished by 14 minutes and 16 minutes, respectively.
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Figure 3-6 Dissolution profile of M60 tablets with 300mg drug loading. N=6.
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Figure 3-7 Dissolution profile of M50 tablets, N=6.
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Figure 3-8 Dissolution profile of M60 tablets, N=6.
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Figure 3-9 Dissolution profile of M70 tablets, N=6.
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Figure 3-10 Dissolution profile of N50 tablets, N=3.
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Figure 3-11 Dissolution profile of N68 tablets, N=4.
3.3 Characterization of M-Series Formulations
In order to evaluate the benefit of roller compaction, the flowability and particle size
distribution of M50 and M70 powders were characterized.
3.3.1 Flowability of M50/M70 Powders
Flowability refers to the capability of a material, e.g. a powder, to move in a certain
geometrical environment under certain driving forces, e.g. gravity. Flowability is a key
property for pharmaceutical powders. A good flowability is essential to the consistency
of a manufacturing process and its final products. In the tabletting step, improper
flowability could lead to variations in die fill or powder segregation, which in turn leads
to inconsistent tablet weight, content uniformity, and mechanical strength.
Two techniques as specified in U.S. Pharmacopeia, angle of repose and compressibility
index, were used to evaluate the flowability of M50/M70 powder mixtures before and
after roller compaction. Angle of repose is related with multiple aspects of powder flow
properties like inter-particulate friction and powder density. Experiments were set up
according to USP 32 Chapter 1174, where a powder feeder is placed at 4 cm above a flat
round plate with a 2 cm diameter (Figure 3-12). Powder is tapped slowly through the
....... ..... ::. :: .. ....... K .. ... ::. ::. :::::::::: .:: .............................. .  - ..................... .   -
funnel and fell onto the plate. A maximum angle formed is recorded and measured with
ImageJ* software developed by National Institute of Health (NIH).
Powder Feeder
4cm
2cm
Figure 3-12 Illustration of angle of repose test.
Compressibility index uses a simple formulation to quantify complex powder interactions.
It is defined as a function of tapped density and bulk density:
Compressibility Index = 100 x Ptapped - Pbulk
_ Ptapped
The scales of flowability test results and correspondent flow properties are presented in
Figure 3-13. The smaller the angle of repose or compressibility index, the better flow
property a powder has. It is worth mentioning that for both methods, especially angle of
repose, the final result is dependent upon the actual measurement setup. Therefore, data
should be interpreted with caution.
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Figure 3-13 Scales for characterization of flowability. Source: USP 32, Chapter 1174
Table 3-12 Flowability test results for M50 / M70 formulations. N=3.
Powder Angle of Repose Bulk Density Tapped Density Compressibility
Status (degree) (g/ml) (g/ml) Index
Before RC 56.3 + - 1.4 0.30 0.39 23
M50
After RC 42.8 + - 0.3 0.42 0.46 9
Before RC 58.7 + - 1.5 0.26 0.33 21
M70
After RC 43.4 + - 0.8 0.38 0.41 7
The testing results for M50 / M70 powder mixtures before and after roller compaction are
summarized in Table 3-12. According to both methods, flowability is improved in M50 /
M70 formulations after roller compaction. For angle of repose test, it is indicated that
flowability advanced one level from "poor" to "passable", while for compressibility
index, flowability advanced three levels from "passable" to "excellent". According to the
observations made in tabletting experiments, compressibility index was more accurately
reflecting the actual dramatic improvement in powder flowability.
3.3.2 Particle Size Distribution of M50/M70 Powders
In addition to compressibility index and angle of repose, particle size distribution of the
powders was examined for changes after roller compaction. A coarser particle size in
general leads to better flowability, as less surface area is available for inter-particle
adhesion / cohesion interactions. The particle size distributions of the M50 / M70
powders were measured with a technique called focused beam reflectance measurement
(FBRM).
Detector Laser diode
: - Beam splitter
Optics rotating
at fixed velocity Duration of reflectance = chord length
Sapphire window
Figure 3-14 Mechanism of FBRM. Adopted from Kougoulos et al., 2004.
In a FBRM experiment, a measurement tube is inserted into a liquid carrying the
non-dissolving particles to be analyzed. A beam of laser light is rotated at a constant
speed and focused on the outside of a sapphire glass window, where it is back scattered
by the particles on or near the window (Figure 3-14) (2). The duration of the back
scattered light signal is then measured by a detector at the end of the tube, based on
which a particle cord length can be calculated. For sample preparation of the current
study, 1 g of M50 / M70 powder mixture was dispersed in 20ml of Acetonitrile liquid.
Measurement was done under gentle agitation.
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Figure 3-15 Particle size distribution measurement of M50 / M70 formulations.
FBRM data indicates that before roller compaction, a majority of the particles for both
formulations have a particle diameter (or cord length as measured) between 5 pm and 15
gm (Figure 3-15). After roller compaction, the % count in this range shrank by 20%,
while the particles in the range of 25 gm to 250 pm increased significantly. The abrupt
peaks in M70 Milled data are artifacts resulted from powder sticking to the sapphire
window. The roller compaction process in general lifted the particle size of the powders,
which in turn contributed to a better flowability.
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3.4 Stability Testing of M-Series Formulations
For pharmaceutical dosage forms, physical and chemical stability are critical to
maintaining adequate shelf-life in various potential storage environments. The outcome
of stability tests not only depends on the dosage form itself, but also the way it is
packaged. As descbribed in section 1.3.2.1, we adopted an accelerated stability testing
condition in order to obtain a proper evaluation of both physical and chemical stabilities
within a short period of time. M70 tablets of 1OON strength are placed inside plastic
bottles induction sealed with aluminum foil. The bottles are then stored inside humidity
chambers at 40"C and 75% RH for 1.5 months. After the storage period, tablet samples
are analyzed and compared with standards that have been stored in moisture-barrier bags
at room temperature.
3.4.1 Physical Stability
Physical stability was assessed with x-ray powder diffraction technique (XRPD), which
obtains information about crystalline structures and their relative abundance by analyzing
the x-ray diffraction pattern of a powder sample (3). The XRPD data for M70 samples
are presented in Figure 3-16. The position, shape, and size of the diffraction peaks for
M70 tablets under two storage conditions match each other very well, indicating identical
crystalline compositions. No visual evidence, e.g., the change of tablet shape or color,
was observed to suggest any physical deterioration of tablets under accelerated stability
testing condition.
M70 lOON Tablet 6-wk Stability Test
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Figure 3-16 XRPD data of M70 tablets under different storage conditions.
3.4.2 Chemical Stability
The chemical stability of the tablets was evaluated via high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC), a technique that separates and identifies compounds based on
their interaction duration / strength with the stationary phase of a column (4). The HPLC
data for M70 samples are presented in Figure 3-17. Three samples were tested for M70
tablets from each condition. All the sample files overlay with each other very well. No
additional peaks or shift of peak positions were detected with samples in accelerated
stability testing condition, indicating the absence of product degradation.
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Figure 3-17 HPLC data for M70 tablets under different storage conditions.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter we described the development of an M-series compound-A tablet
formulation based on roller compaction. The development started with fundamental
understanding of material flowability and was adjusted according to specific problems
discovered through the process. The data indicates that it is possible to develop a well
processable formulation with a considerable high drug load of 60% of compound A
despite its unfavourable physical properties. When compared with a benchmark
formulation, the M-series formulation features fewer manufacturing steps and ingredients,
is continuous-manufacturing friendly, and exhibits comparable or better dissolution
properties. However, further trials on commercial scale production are required to
confirm its viability in manufacturing settings.
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Characterization of M-series powder reveals the positive impact of roller compaction on
powder flowability, evidenced by the smaller angle of repose, lower compressibility
index, and larger particle size after roller compaction.
Accelerated stability test of 1.5-month storage at 40"C and 75% RH did not result in any
detectable changes in crystalline forms or chemical composition of M70 tablets,
indicating an acceptable stability of the formulation.
The M-series compound-A formulation represents an effort moving toward rational
formulation development, in which fundamental understandings of material properties are
utilized to guide the selection of ingredients and optimization of manufacturing processes.
Such a design process can lead to leaner formulation and manufacturing process, as well
as a much better understanding and control of them.
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Chapter 4 MicroCT Imaging and Analysis of Tablet
Microstructure
Tablet microstructure is created by the interactions among raw materials and
manufacturing process. It directly affects the properties of the final dosage form. A
fundamental understanding of the structure is a pivotal step toward rational formulation
design, as it bridges our knowledge about the manufacturing process and tablet properties.
In this chapter we present a microCT data acquisition method coupled with a digital
workflow for tablet porosity characterization. The method would be applied toward the
characterization of caffeine-lactose directly compressed tablets and compound-A roller
compacted tablets, providing insight into material interactions during the manufacturing
process. MicroCT imaging of tablet microstructure enables 3-D characterization with
direct visualization, bringing us one step closer to Quality by Design of pharmaceutical
solid dosage formulations.
4.1 Applications of MicroCT in Pharmaceutical Sciences
X-ray micro computed tomography (microCT) is a technique capable of
non-destructively resolving three-dimensional internal structures. X-ray transmission
profiles of the target are collected from multiple angles and subsequently reconstructed
into two-dimensional cross-section images, which can be stacked into a
three-dimensional representation of the target (Figure 4-1). When compared with typical
CT scanners in hospitals, microCT machines provide much higher resolutions at
micrometer level. Since its introduction in 1982 (1), microCT has been widely used in
fields like material and biomedical sciences (2, 3).
Figure 4-1 Illustration of microCT working mechanism. Source: Skyscan 2007.
The first application of microCT in pharmaceutical science was a study of porosity and
morphology of mannitol-lactose-microcrystalline cellulose-based granules (4).
Tomographic images showed that the pore network of individual granules comprises
mainly of relatively large cavities connected by narrow pore necks. It was indicated that
mercury porosimetry recorded pore neck size distribution, while microCT measured true
size distribution of pores larger than 4 pm, the resolution limit of the instrument used.
The authors concluded that microCT was less precise than mercury porosimetry in total
porosity measurement but provided additional morphological information.
MicroCT has helped understand density distribution in pharmaceutical tablets. Sinka
et al. demonstrated with microCT study that in microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) tablets,
the shape of the tablet could affect density distribution (5). Busignies et al. used
microCT to illustrate a higher density in the peripheral region of a cylindrical tablet.
They then argued that it is important to distinguish between the mechanical properties
representative of the total tablet volume, e.g. tablet hardness, and the mechanical
properties representative of the tablet surface, e.g., indentation strength (6). In a more
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recent study, microCT was utilized to map the density distribution of NaCl tablets, which
exhibited good agreement with results from computer simulations (7).
MicroCT was used to study compaction and mixing process (8). Microcrystalline
cellulose particles were labeled via lead impregnation, resulting in higher contrast in
microCT scans. Co-processing of unlabeled and labeled powder allowed investigation of
blending and compaction behaviors. For V-shaped blending, it was found out that large
particles and layer-filling configuration of powders led to better mixing than smaller
particles and column-filling configuration. In tablet compaction, significant particle
rearrangement at initial stage of compaction was demonstrated. MicroCT images also
revealed tablet structural differences from production with different tablet presses, which
were in turn linked to varying breakage patterns (7).
In proof-of-concept microCT studies of granule packing (9, 10), Fu et al. demonstrated a
good agreement of microCT measurement of particle shape and size with results from
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The measurement data was confirmed by
prediction with discrete element method (DEM). MicroCT was also utilized in
characterization of tablet fracture (11), demonstrating the role of die wall friction in
capping of multi-layer tablets.
MicroCT is often used in combination with other techniques to obtain multi-dimensional
information. One field for such application is drug release and dissolution (12, 13). A
combination of magnetic resonance imaging and microCT was used to visualize the
development of the internal microstructure within compressed tablets during dissolution
in water (12). The tablets were made from a combination of insoluble particles
(Eudragit@, a polymer) and soluble particles (diltiazem hydrochloride).
In spite of the increasing examples of microCT study in pharmaceutical science, there is
currently no published investigation of pharmaceutical solid dosage forms in a
quantitative manner. In the next section we introduce a microCT method enabling 3-D
characterization of pharmaceutical tablet microstructure. In Chapter 6 we will further
develop the quantitative analysis of microCT data.
4.2 Development of MicroCT Imaging Method
4.2.1 Setup of MicroCT Scanning Configuration
A Skyscani" 1172 microCT machine (Skyscan N.V., Belgium) was used for tablet
imaging in this study. The size of the sensor for detection of X-ray signal is fixed at 4000
pixels X 2096 pixels, which means that in order to achieve higher resolution (smaller
pm/pixel), we have to limit the overall size of the sample. At a maximum resolution of
0.7 pm/pixel, the largest sample that could be scanned is a cylinder of about 1.5mm in
diameter. A central piece of tablet of this size is cut with a microtome blade, secured by
half inserted into a plastic tube, and immobilized on a sample station with plasticine
(Figure 4-2). The sample station was center-aligned so that the sample is always within
view during the scan.
Sample
,Scanning
Area
Plastic
Tube
Plasticine
Sample
Holder
Figure 4-2 Illustration of sample station setup.
Table 4-1 Scanning parameters for tablet fragments.
Scanning Parameters
Beam Voltage 40 kV
Beam Current 250 gA
Sample Total Rotation 180
Rotation Step 0.3*
Exposure Time 1180 ms
Frame Average 4
Random Movement Correction 10
Pixel Linear Dimension 1.4 gm
Camera Make and Model Hamamatsu lOmp CCD
Scanning Resolution 2000 x 1048 (native: 4000 x 2096)
Filter No Filter
Flat Field Gathered prior to first scan each day
Median Filter On
Scanning was done with the configuration as shown in Table 4-1. The actual scanning
resolution used was 1.4 pm at medium resolution, effectively grouping the signal strength
within 4 adjacent sensor dots into one. This was chosen because at the highest natural
resolution, the reconstructed cross sections exhibited floating grain artifacts in the pore
spaces. These artifacts do not go away even after resizing the high resolution scans into
medium resolution ones. On the other side, scans of the same sample directly done with
medium resolution and then reconstructured do not have this problem (Figure 4-3).
0.7um high resolution scan 1.4um med resolution scan
400*400 resized to 200*200 Original 200*200
- Lots of floating
grains in high
resolution scans
- Less details but
much better
pore definition
Figure 4-3 High resolution scans exhibit artifact that is absent in medium resolution scans.
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4.2.2 Digital Workflow for Data Manipulation
After scanning, the raw data exist as a series of 2-D projection images that reveals little
information about 3-D structure of the object. In order to arrive at a 3-D representation
of the tablet microstructure with pores and materials separated, a series of digital
post-processing steps are necessary (Figure 4-4).
2. Gray Scale Conv.
1. Reconstruction 3. ROI Selection
5. Model Construction 4. Thresholding and Binarization
and Quantification
Figure 4-4 Digital post-processing workflow for tablet microCT data. Conv.: Conversion; ROI:
Region of Interest.
First, the whole set of projection images go through a thermo-correction process, which
corrects for the drift of X-ray signal over the course of the scan. Then, 2-D cross sections
of the sample are reconstructed from the projection images using NRecon* software from
Skyscan, which uses a Fourier transform-based Feldkamp reconstruction algorithm (14).
The misalignment compensation value is fine-tuned so that the edge of a sample is sharp
and free of meteor tail artifact. Ring artifact reduction value is set at 10, which reduces
the ring-shaped circular artifacts generated in reconstruction. The ring artifact is due to
shift of output from a subset of signal detectors that collect signal from the same spots for
all the projection images (15). Beam hardening refers to the preferential attenuation of
X-ray signals of lower energy, causing the peripheral of an object to appear brighter in
microCT scans (15). Since our sample is very small, beam hardening has not been a
problem. Imaging of whole tablet could require special attention to beam hardening.
The 2-D cross section images are then converted into gray-scale images with a Photoshop
CS3* script. The initial Bitmap (.BMP) images occupy an indexed colorspace, which
does not yield high enough contrast for separating the signal peaks. Conversion to gray-
scale JPEG format solves this problem. For tablet structure analysis involving digital
imaging, a critical step is to determine the interface between two phases: solid and
air-filled pores. Since the images are presented in gray scale with a level between 0 and
255, a threshold value of the materials and pores must be determined, followed by
binarization of the two divided sections. In the microCT study of pharmaceutical
granules, no information is explicitly given about how this value is determined and
whether it differs among various scans (4). The study employing a morphological sieve
(16) used an iterative threshold selection method developed by Ridler et. al. in 1978 (17).
This method reaches at a threshold midway between the mean luminosity values of the
two divided sections. However, this might not represent the best segmentation in the case
of tablet microstructure measurement. The luminosity distribution of the pores and
materials differ significantly in shape and magnitude, which might introduce bias with
the algorithm. In this study, we realized that the converted JPEG image yields clear
dividing points for the peaks of pores and materials, and thus represents the most
practical way of determining the thresholds. The peaks of material, air, and plastic tube
can be distinguished in the histogram of the cross section images (Figure 4-5). A
threshold between material and air is determined to be the crossing point of the two peaks.
Depending on the stability of the X-ray generator for different scans, this threshold may
or may not apply to all the dataset collected with the same scanning configuration.
Histogram analysis for individual scans is the best way to arrive at optimal threshold for
that specific data set.
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Figure 4-5 Illustration of cross section histogram and the selection of threshold/ROI.
Data visualization and analysis software, Avizo 6* of Visualization Sciences Group, is
adopted for further processing of the microCT data. In Avizo software, the Pool contains
icons representing data objects and modules currently in use as well as lines connecting
icons indicating dependencies between objects and modules. Icon colors are used to
indicate different types of objects. Data objects are shown in green and are the only
objects which can be saved to disk using File/Save. Computational modules are shown in
red, visualization modules are in yellow, and visualization modules of slicing type are in
orange. Such modules may be used to clip the graphical output of any other module.
Lastly, the light green items are colormaps that are used for visual presentation.
Connections between data objects and processing modules, shown as blue lines, represent
the flow of data. For display modules, these connections show the data used to generate
the display. You may connect or disconnect objects by picking and dragging a blue line
between object icons.
A stack of reconstructured cross section images are loaded into the software in luminance
mode, with voxel size specified as the actual resolution of the images. A series of
manipulations are then performed on the loaded data as shown in Figure 4-6. Orthoslice
module is connected to display cross section images, while bounding box is used to
define the physical boundary of the object. Binarization is conducted with I_threshold
module at the threshold value determined as discussed above. The result is a set of
thresholded images, presented with pores in blue and other materials in black. The pore
clusters could be visualized via surfacegen module, providing an opportunity for direct
examination of the porosity structure. At this point, total porosity can be calculated as
the percentage of blue voxels in total voxels with the volume3d module.
Figure 4-6 Avizo workflow for basic microCT data manipulation.
4.3 MicroCT Imaging Studies of Caffeine-Lactose Tablets
The caffeine-lactose tablets as described in Chapter 2 were first studied with the microCT
toolbox. The tablets were made from the same amount of initial materials but were
compacted into different final thickness. The highest compaction force was applied to
2.3mm tablets, while the lowest was applied to 3.2mm ones. Scanning and
reconstruction were conducted as described above. A set of cross sections of the tablets
are shown in Figure 4-7. As discussed in Chapter 2, spray-dried lactose mainly
undergoes fragmentation during compaction process. The microCT images illustrate the
various degrees of fragmentation and the resulted microstructure. The hard tablets show
a much more homogeneous appearance, probably due to extensive breakdown of the
powder granules during compression process. The pore sizes are small and relatively
uniform. As the tablets become softer, there are significantly more large pores. The
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brighter aggregates are powder granules that have not fragmented during the compaction
process.
2.3 mm 2.4mm6 m m
Figure 4-7 MicroCT cross section images of caffeine-lactose tablets. 500umX500um.
Next, the total porosity of the microCT 3-D models were determined and compared with
those obtained via two other techniques (Figure 4-8). Helium pycnometry was adopted
to measure the absolute density of the powder mixture used for tablet production. With
the knowledge of tablet's physical dimension and weight, it is now possible to calculate a
theoretical porosity value for each tablet:
e7r 2 Hpr -W
P=( )2 HpT
Where pT is the material true density, H is tablet thickness, W is tablet weight, r is tablet
radius. A polynomial fitting curve across the theoretical porosity values represents the
theoretical porosity curve. Both MicroCT and mercury porosimetry measurements have
good agreement with theoretical values in hard and medium-strength tablets, but
microCT is more accurate in measuring soft tablets. It is possible that in mercury
porosimetry tests, the walls of soft tablet might not withstand the pressure of initial
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mercury filling and collapse before measurement starts, resulting in significantly lower
porosity recorded.
m Mercury A Micro CT - Poly. (Helium)
-- - --------
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Figure 4-8 Comparison of microCT porosity data with those obtained via helium pycnometry and
mercury porosimetry.
Cumulative Porosity Profile by Mercury Porosimetry
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Figure 4-9 Representative porosity profiles of caffeine-lactose tablets by mercury porosimetry.
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Figure 4-9 displays a series of representative porosity profiles obtained with mercury
porosimetry. The mercury porosimetry profiles show that there are two groups of pore
sizes in all tablets, with one group in the range of 10-500 gm in diameter and another in
the range of 0.01-10 gm. The diameters of the smaller pores, the majority of the
population, increase as tablet goes softer. The relative volumetric percentage of large
pores in hard tablets (2.3mm and 2.4mm) is ~5%, which jumps to 10% in medium-
strength to soft tablets (2.6mm, 2.8mm and 3.0mm). In the softest tablet (3.2mm),
contrary to expectation, this percentage drops to 5%. This further indicates that some of
the largest pores in the soft tablets could have been taken up during the initial mercury
filling stage, leading to inaccurate measurement. On the other hand, microCT cross
section images seem to indicate that large pores occupy a higher volumetric percentage
than what is recorded by mercury porosimetry.
The resolution used in the microCT measurement is 1.39 pm/pixel. Taking
partial-volume effect into consideration, 1 gm is probably the smallest pore diameter that
can be detected with microCT measurement. According to the porosity profile by
mercury porosimetry, the majority of pores in hardest tablet (2.3mm) would be under 1
gm in diameter. If this were true, the porosity measured with microCT would be 95%
lower than the results of mercury porosimetry. However, the reconstructed microCT
images of the 2.3mm tablets clearly show a significant group of pores larger than 1 pm in
diameter (Figure 4-10). Since the two methods yield very similar results in total porosity,
they are possibly measuring the same pore volumes but giving different readings of pore
diameter.
The discrepancy in pore size measurement can be explained by the theoretical bases of
the two methods. Mercury porosimetry was developed on the principles of capillary
hydrostatics, which state that for a cylindrically shaped pore, the pressure needed to push
mercury into the pore is inversely related with the diameter of the pore (18). In
pharmaceutical tablets, however, the pores take irregular shapes and might be
interconnected with each other via smaller channels. As a result, both methods would
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measure the volume of the pores, but mercury porosimetry reports the equivalent
diameter of the channels instead of the pores, as illustrated in Figure 4-11.
500pm 7p
- Pores of sizes larger
than 1 micron are
clearly presented in
microCT images of
2.3mm tablets.
Figure 4-10 MicroCT cross section images show abundant amount of pores larger than 1 um in
diameter.
If a string of pores are interconnected, the diameter reading for the pore spaces will be
reported as the smallest pore neck encountered during the mercury intrusion process. This
systematic bias is absent in microCT measurement, in which the 3-D dimension of the
actual pores is directly visualized and quantified. MicroCT measurement coupled with
digital post-processing holds the promise of precise description of tablet microstructure,
which is not possible with current standard methods. The combined data suggests that
the hard lactose tablets have pores of > 1 jim diameter connected with channels of 0.1-
1p jm in diameter. Method for detailed characterization of porosity profiles will be
discussed in Chapter 6.
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Figure 4-11 Illustration of pore diameter measurement in a typical pore structure of lactose tablets.
Next, the relationship between total porosity and tablet properties are evaluated. An
exponential relationship is observed when tablet tensile strength is plotted against
microCT derived porosity (Figure 4-12). This exponential relationship was first observed
in sintered metals(19), and is then realized to be applicable to a range of pharmaceutical
powders (20, 21).
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Figure 4-12 Exponential relationship between tablet tensile strength and microCT porosity.
The relationship between tensile strength and porosity is termed compactibility, the
ability of a material to produce a tablet with sufficient strength under certain degree of
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densification. Another two terms that used frequently in characterizing tabletting
properties are tabletability and compressibility. Tabletability is the ability of the powder
to be transformed into a tablet of specified strength under the effect of compression
pressure, while compressibility is the ability of a material to reduce in volume as a result
of applied pressure (20). The three properties assess relationships among volume
reduction, strength, and external pressure of the tablets (Figure 4-13). Since the tablet
press used in the study is not instrumented, compression pressure could not be recorded
in this case. This study demonstrated the capability of microCT analysis in evaluating
important tabletting properties of pharmaceutical powders.
Pressure
Tabletability Compressibility
Strength Porosity
Compactibility
Figure 4-13 Relationship among compression pressure, tablet strength, and porosity.
4.4 MicroCT Imaging Studies of Compound-A Tablets
After experimentation with the caffeine-lactose tablets, a more extensive formulation
system would be explored. A natural extension in this study is to bridge the
caffeine-lactose direct compression system and the compound-A roller compaction
system. Compound-A roller compaction formulations are expanded to also include 10%
and 30% drug load, where lactose becomes the dominant material in the formulation.
The formulations are listed in Table 4-2 and the manufacturing process is the same as that
for the previous compound-A roller compaction formulations. Lubrication levels are kept
the same so that the impact of the additional excipients remains similar.
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Table 4-2 Composition of M1O/M30/M50/M70 formulations.
MIT (Ml/M30/M50/M70) wt%
Compound A 10/30/50/70
Spray-dried Lactose DCL14 (DMV) 85/65/45/25
Colloidale silicon anhydrous (Aerosil 200) 1
Magnesium stearate (Faci) 4
All the formulations performed well during the roller compaction and tablet compaction
stages. Tablets with target hardness of 100N/75N/50N/25N are produced for each of the
formulations. For microCT analysis, whole tablets were placed inside of a plastic tube
and scanned at 3pm resolution with 2.3s scanning time, while tablet fragments were
scanned at 1.4pm resolution with 1.18s scanning time.
W |W
: Lactose u : Compound-A
Lactose and compound-A do
not form homogenous mixture in
tablets; M70 dominated by
compound-A matrix, M10 by
lactose matrix, M30/M50 in
between. Reconstructured slices, 12mm*12mm, 3pm/pixel
Figure 4-14 Cross sections and illustration of whole-tablet microCT scans for compound-A tablets.
A set of reconstructed microCT cross-section images are displayed in Figure 4-14.
Because of the much higher density of lactose, it manifests itself as the brighter areas.
The darker areas are compound-A. From the cross sections it is immediately apparent
that lactose and compound-A do not form homogenous mixture. The distribution pattern
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is illustrated with the figures on the left, where yellow dots represent lactose and black
dots represent compound-A. In M10, lactose forms the dominant structure, with sparing
compound-A regions spotted randomly throughout the tablet. In M70, compound-A
forms the supporting structure. The scenarios for M30/M50 are mid-way between those
for M10 and M70.
Figure 4-15 Cross section microCT images of M70 compound-A tablets. 500umX500um.
A closer look at the reconstructed microCT images for tablet fragments reveals more
striking features of the microstructure. The lactose granules are largely intact within the
M70 tablets, surviving the roller compaction, milling, and tablet compression stages.
Even the intra-granular pores of the lactose particles have been well preserved, albeit
squeezed to smaller sizes in harder tablets. It seems that compound-A goes through
plastic densification during the manufacturing process, providing a cushion for the
lactose granules.
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Figure 4-16 Cross section MicroCT images of M10IM30/M50 compound-A tablets. 500umX500um.
The cross-section images of the other formulations are demonstrated in Figure 4-16. The
M50 microstructure looks very similar to that of M70, but with a larger number of lactose
granules embedded. In M30 tablets, the lactose granules start to go through deformation,
losing the original spherical shapes and forming dense clusters. For M10 tablets, lactose
assumes dominant role and undergoes extensive fragmentation, forming structures very
similar to those of 10% caffeine-lactose tablets.
It is clear that the transition of material composition first imposes incremental changes
but eventually induced dramatic alteration of tablet microstructure. In order to evaluate
the impact on mechanical properties of the tablets, compaction response curves, where
tablet strength is plotted against tablet bulk density, are prepared for the compound-A
formulations (Figure 4-17).
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Figure 4-17 Compaction response curves for M1O/M30/M50/M70 compound-A tablets.
The initial compaction stage reaching a hardness of 50N assumes the same slope for
different compound-A loadings, suggesting similar strength gains during the particle
rearrangement and initial deformation process. For M50/M70, it takes much more
density gain than that for M 1/M30 to reach the same strength level. The results indicate
that lactose fragmentation develops stronger solid bonding than compound-A plastic
deformation, potentially via the formation of solid bridges with mechanical interlocking.
Based on the microCT and mechanical strength data, the following compaction
mechanisms could be summarized ( Figure 4-18). For compound-A dominated
compaction process, compound-A provides a cushion for lactose granules and preserves
their shapes, while compound-A itself first fills up the large voids and then undergoes
plastic densification, eventually forming a densely packed solid form. In lactose
dominated compaction process, without the cushion layer of compound-A, lactose
undergoes extensive fragmentation to form the tablet matrix, squeezing compound-A into
small segments.
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Figure 4-18 Proposed tablet compaction mechanisms for compound-A tablets.
MicroCT measurement of total porosity for M70 tablets are shown in Figure 4-19.
Except for the data of 1OON tablets, all the other microCT data points are lower than
expected. This is counter-intuitive as microCT is supposed to be more accurate for softer
tablets.
Porosity Measurement for M70 Tablets
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Figure 4-19 Total porosity measurements of M70 tablets.
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The microCT porosity profile of 1 OON M70 tablet (Figure 4-20) provides important
information to explain the data. According to microCT, most of the pores are single
voxel (equivalent diameter = 1.72 ptm) or 2-3 voxels in size. There are some larger pores
representing pore space within the embedded lactose granules. With the focused ion
beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) study described in Chapter 7, we would
identify a typical pore diameter of 0.2 pm - 0.4 pm for 10ON M70 tablets. Therefore, a
large number of microCT single voxel pores are incorrect identifications probably due to
partial volume effect. They will add to total pore volume quickly as a single-voxel pore
is equal to 60-100 pores in volume at the average pore size given by FIB-SEM. This
resulted in the coincidentally "correct" total porosity values by microCT for 10ON M70
tablets. With a softer M70 tablet, the compound-A matrix relaxes and the pores become
larger in size. However, before the pore sizes catch up with microCT resolution,
microCT identified pore volume would not grow as fast as actual pore volume would.
This led to the lower total porosity values by microCT for softer M70 tablets. The data
suggests that microCT resolution must be smaller than the typical pore size in order to
obtain adequate microstructural characterization.
Porosity Profile for a M70 1OON Tablet by microCT
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Figure 4-20 Porosity profile of 10ON M70 tablet as measured by microCT.
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter we have described the establishment of a microCT data acquisition
method for pharmaceutical tablets and the development of a digital post-processing
workflow. The internal pore space of tablets could be separated from the other materials
and visualized in a 3-D model, facilitating the characterization of the internal structure.
The total porosity could be calculated based on the model.
In microCT study of 10% caffeine-lactose direct compression tablets, various degrees of
lactose granule fragmentation were observed in tablets of different strength. The total
porosity measurement of microCT is in excellent agreement with theoretical values
predicted from true density measurements. When compared with mercury porosimetry,
microCT is more reliable for soft tablets, while the measurements for hard tablets are
slightly lower than predicted due to the inability to capture pores smaller than resolution
power. The orders of magnitude of pore sizes as measured by the two techniques are
different. This could be explained by the discrepancy in theoretical bases of the two
methods. Mercury porosimetry measures the diameter of the pore necks while microCT
allows direct characterization of the pores. The combined data suggests that the hard
lactose tablets measured have pores of> 1 gm diameter connected with channels of 0.1-
1 pm in diameter.
The microCT study of the M-series compound-A roller compaction formulations
illustrate that transition of material composition first imposes incremental changes but
eventually induces dramatic alteration of tablet microstructure. In M70 tablets,
compound-A forms the supporting structure while acting as a cushion for lactose granules,
preserving the latter throughout the manufacturing process. In M10 tablets, lactose forms
the majority of the tablet matrix and undergoes fragmentation similar to that in 10%
caffeine-lactose tablets. M30/M50 formulations are in-between of the two extreme
scenarios. The compaction response curves of the formulations further point out that the
fragmentation of lactose represents a more effective binding power than the densification
of compound-A in creating a tablet of higher strength. Scenarios for tablet compaction
were proposed based on the information revealed by microCT measurements. MicroCT
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resolution was not sufficient for quantitative study of M70 tablet microstructure,
indicating a technical barrier to be addressed by technology advancement.
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Chapter 5 Dissolution Mechanism Study with Novel
Tablet Holder
Dissolution is a central test that is widely utilized by the pharmaceutical industry in
multiple aspects. In Chapter 2, a detailed dissolution study of lactose-caffeine tablets
with the standard paddle dissolution method was described. An empirical relationship
between tablet mechanical strength, storage condition, and dissolution speed was
developed. However, the test did not give further information about the mechanism of
dissolution. The complex hydrodynamics situation and changing dosage form
morphology in standard dissolution methods make it difficult to describe the process with
analytical models, preventing our understanding of the rate-limiting steps of dissolution.
In this chapter, a novel tablet holder designed for probing dissolution mechanism of USP
#2 paddle method is presented. Its applications in dissolution mechanism study of tablets
made from direct compression as well as roller compaction are described. Combined
with standard paddle dissolution, the tablet holder is shown to help identify the intrinsic
drivers of dissolution process, bringing us one step closer to rational formulation design.
5.1 The Models of Pharmaceutical Dissolution Tests
Dissolution in general is defined as "the process by which a solid substance enters the
solvent phase to yield a solution" (1). Study of dissolution was initiated by physical
chemists at the end of the 19th century. The dissolution rate of a solid substance was
described by the Noyes-Whitney equation (2) shown below,
dC= k(C, 
-C,)
dt
where the proportionality constant k is addressed as the "apparent dissolution rate
constant", Cs is the saturated concentration, Ct is the bulk concentration of the dissolved
drug at time t. The driving force for dissolution is the concentration gradient between the
saturated concentration and bulk concentration. This physical model became the basis
for thinking about solid-liquid mass transfer and has been widely used.
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A few years later, Erich Brunner further developed dissolution theory in collaboration
with Nernst based on diffusion layer theory and Fick's second law (3). In this
Brunner-Nernst equation, the dissolution rate constant is expressed as:
k= A-D
SHL -V
where D is the effective diffusion coefficient of the drug molecule, A is the surface area
available for dissolution, 3 HL is the thickness of the diffusion layer, and V is the media
volume employed in the test.
Higuchi analyzed the dissolution kinetics from an ointment assuming homogenous
distribution of drug and sink condition in the medium (4). He arrived at the following
expression of dissolution rate:
q(t) K
q(oo)
This was further developed by Peppas into a power-law equation for generalized
description of dissolution from polymeric dosage forms (5):
q(t) = K t"
q(oo)
Where Ki is a constant reflecting the structural and geometric characteristics of the
delivery system expressed in time" units and n is a release exponent the value of which is
related to the underlying mechanism(s) of drug release (6). Both equations are only
applicable to the first 60% of the dissolution for a tablet, the period of which a tablet
typically still holds its shape.
These models are based on the assumption that diffusion through a stagnant film layer is
the rate limiting step. An alternative model is called the interfacial barrier model, where
the interfacial solid-liquid mass transfer is the rate limiting step due to a relatively high
activation energy barrier (7). This model has not seen full development and does not
have an explicit mathematical description. Another model worth mentioning maps
dissolution data to a Weibull equation, a cumulative function of a continuous probability
distribution. The relationship was first discovered by Langenbucher (8) and then
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confirmed by other studies utilizing Monte Carlo simulations (9, 10). The cumulative
fraction of dissolved material is expressed as:
x =1exp L(t - T)b
I a
Where t is time, T is lag time, a is a scale constant and b is a shape constant. For a
thorough review of the physical / mathematical models developed for pharmaceutical
dissolution tests, please refer to Dokoumetzidis and Macheras (11).
The models described above have two common points. They all consider dissolution as a
single process that can be described with one set of equations, and none of them
considered the impact of tablet microstructure, which could be very important for
dissolution speed as we will demonstrate in this Chapter.
5.2 Design of Tablet Holder for Mechanism Study of Paddle Dissolution
Paddle dissolution (USP #2) method has remained the most popular method in
dissolution testing during the last a few decades. However, the simple setup of the
paddle dissolution method is accompanied by a complex hydrodynamics condition. From
CFD simulation (12) and experimental results, it is observed that right under the paddle
there is a region with highly unpredictable swirling flows (Figure 5-1). This region,
nicknamed the "dead zone", is often the region that tablet sits in during most of the
dissolution period. The flow speed at 1cm from the bottom center could be three times as
high as that at the bottom center, so the positioning of the tablet could potentially have a
big impact on the dissolution results (13). A tablet can also collapse into a pile of debris,
further complicating the understanding of the dissolution mechanism and impede
in vitro-in vivo correlation (IVIVC) studies.
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Figure 5-1 Computational fluid dynamics simulation of paddle dissolution test, 50 RPM, adapted
from McCarthy, et al., 2003
5.2.1 Previous Efforts
The major problems outlined above are unpredictable hydrodynamics condition and
constantly changing tablet morphology. In order to better understand the dissolution
process, multiple studies have targeted these two problems. Wu, et al. designed a
cylinder-shaped tablet holder (Figure 5-2) to be placed at the bottom center of dissolution
vessels (14). The holder was shown to help differentiate dissolution profiles of
Theophylline and Naproxen tablets subjected to paddle dissolution with various paddle
designs, but no detailed analysis was conducted on the new hydrodynamics conditions.
Elevated platform with distinctive edges could result in turbulent flow pattern close by
and thus further complicate the dissolution process.
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TFigure 5-2 Tablet holder designed to fix dissolution surface. Adapted from Wu, et al., 2004
Peltonen et al. designed a channel flow method to both define exposure area and generate
a consistent laminar flow hydrodynamics condition (15, 16). The tablet is placed inside a
holder, with only one surface exposed to a laminar flow controlled via a peristaltic pump
(Figure 5-3).
(a) adjusting tablet holder
screw \
z~~7 siicone
rubber seal
low in
Iflow out
Figure 5-3 Channel flow method for understanding dissolution. Adapted from Peltonen, et al., 2003
The author concluded that the channel flow cell allows a smooth initial dissolution, and
the mass transfer process can be modeled. However, at a later stage the dissolution data
can fluctuate quite significantly. It also needs the establishment of an integrated system,
including coupled UV system, pump, and a thermo-stating bath.
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Figure 5-4 Illustration of flow-cell apparatus in packed/laminar flow mode. Red object is tablet.
Modified from SOTAX Corp., Horsham, PA, USA
Within USP compendial dissolution methods, flow-cell dissolution (USP #4) is the most
amenable method for studying dissolution mechanism. Flow cell dissolution has
relatively mild agitation and mathematically definable medium flow patterns, where a
tablet is placed on a supporter and subjected to a laminar flow in packed bed scenario
(Figure 5-4). Flow-through cell dissolution is often configured as an open system, in
which the medium flows through without being recycled. This generates a perfect "sink"
condition for poorly soluble drugs, where concentration in the medium is close to zero.
Flow-through cell dissolution has not gained massive popularity in the last a few decades.
Instead, paddle method and basket method with proper agitation rate (50-100 RPM for
paddle, 50-150 RPM for basket) have been suggested by FDA to be the most suitable for
routine dissolution testing (17) and bioavailability / bioequivalence studies (18).
The flow-through cell apparatus is not an ideal tool to mimic and understand the
dissolution mechanism in paddle apparatus. The flow speed in this USP #4 test is
typically at least an order of magnitude slower than that in paddle test (19) and thus can
not accurately reflect the actual mass transportation process in paddle test; Instead of a
steady flow, the flow in USP #4 test has a sinusoidal profile with a pulsation of 120
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pulses per minute; the tablet is also subjected to a continuously changing morphology and
collapses at a certain stage of the dissolution.
5.2.2 Design of the Novel Tablet Holder
The lack of appropriate tools for probing dissolution mechanism is impeding Quality by
Design (QbD) in formulation development. Without a good understanding of the
intrinsic drivers of dissolution process, it is difficult to fine-tune formulation design to
specifically promote these drivers. In this study, we present a novel tablet holder to be
used with paddle dissolution that is (1) simple to use, (2) directly comparable to the
standard paddle method, (3) capable of simplifying the hydrodynamics condition so that
the dissolution process can be described with physical/mathematical models, and (4)
capable of suppressing disintegration induced by liquid penetration or tablet swelling to a
large degree.
In order to understand the paddle dissolution test, it is logical to start from examining the
hydrodynamics situation within the vessel. Renolds number is a dimensionless number
that gives a relative ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces. It can be used to
characterize different flow regimes, e.g., laminar flow vs. turbulent flow. Laminar flow
occurs at low Renolds number and features smooth and consistant flow patterns, while
turbulent flow occurs at high Renold number and tends to generate random flow
instabilities, such as eddies and vortices. This is important in dissolution as the flow
pattern could dramatically affect mass transfer mechanism, speed, and variability. In a
cylindrical vessel stirred by a center-rotating paddle, as is the case of paddle dissolution
test, the Renold number can be expressed as:
Re= pND2
Where,
p is the density of the medium, 0.99370 g/ml for water at 37'C;
p is the viscosity of the medium, 0.006915 g/(cm*sec) for water at 37'C;
N is the rotational speed (rotations per second), 0.83/sec for 50 RPM
D, characteristic dimension of the apparatus, is the diameter of the paddle, 7.5cm.
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The Renold number in the paddle apparatus is around 5000, below the 10000 level
required to develop a turbulent flow regime (20). The flow is turbulent behind the path
of the paddle tips, while there is a relatively steady region of laminar flow near the wall
between the paddle and the upper surface of the medium.
After multiple iterations, a tablet holder, built to be a simple accessory to study
dissolution mechanism, was designed to utilize this relatively steady flow regime with
minimal disturbance and consistent tablet exposure area. The holder is made from
DuPontTM Delrin@ acetal resin, a material that is abrasion and solvent resistant. The
holder surface in contact with medium is comprised of two arcs interconnected at an
inflection point, where the curvature changes sign (Figure 5-5). Such a design ensures a
smooth flow pattern along the holder surface with minimized development of eddy flow.
In the setup, a constant tablet surface area is exposed to a relatively steady flow,
facilitating the establishment of mathematic models for the dissolution process. This
could in turn allow quantitative exploration of the role of microstructure in dissolution.
2 9.2mm * 3.5mm
Figure 5-5 Design of the tablet holder for usage in combination with paddle test.
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For many formulations, the process of dissolution includes surface dissolution and tablet
disintegration. In the case of surface dissolution, solid material first dissolves in the
liquid and then is transported away; in tablet disintegration, solid material first detaches
from the bulk solid and then dissolves. For dissolution with a tablet holder, tablet
disintegration due to medium penetration and tablet swelling can often be suppressed,
with only surface dissolution left to be characterized. The tablet physical structure
exposed to the medium could be derived fully or partially from the microCT
measurement/analysis. The use of this tablet holder in combination with standard paddle
test would not only help understand the dissolution mechanism but also facilitate
mathematical modeling of the dissolution process, with tablet microstructure incorporated.
5.2.3 Physical/Mathematical Model of Holder Dissolution
A simplified two-step surface dissolution model for
holder dissolution is illustrated in Figure 5-6. The Layer
first step is dissolving of the solid into the liquid C!
phase, for which the available area is the nominal
exposed surface area A=tr2 and additional pore
surface area Ap. The second step is convective
diffusion of the dissolved material from the surface
into the bulk flow, for which the available area is©
the nominal surface area. A linear flow velocity Concentratior
profile is assumed within the boundary layer, which x
allows an analytical solution to the problem while '
achieving similar accuracy as the actual parabolic
flow scenario (2T1). The flow near the tablet surface
/! d
is assumed to be a parallel laminar flow (x-axis), C octyti
while the diffusion process is assumed to be the b
perpendicular to the tablet surface (z-axis).
y
Bulk Flow
Cb
Profile
z
rofile
Figure 5-6 Simplified physical model of tablet holder dissolution.
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The rate of dissolution can be expressed as:
Where, R =kA,,,(C, -C,
A,0 = A + A,
As for convective diffusion, we have,
Da~c acD =V
az2  x
where the left term corresponds to the diffusion speed, the right term to the convective
transport speed. We can also write a few boundary conditions,
C =C 0<x<2r
C=Cb z-_m0
C=O x=0
Combining which we can solve (Eq-3) and integrate over the surface of tablet, arriving at
the rate of convective diffusion,
R = 0.687AD213 (L )113(C, - Cb)Jr
Where D is the diffusivity, Vb is the bulk flow speed, 6 is the boundary layer thickness, r
is the radius of the tablet. The rate-limiting step determines the dissolution mechanism of
the tablet, which in turn determines the impact of tablet microstructure in holder
dissolution (Figure 5-7). In surface-dissolving-limited holder dissolution, porosity profile
contributes to the dissolution speed by providing additional surface area, while in a
convective-diffusion-limited holder dissolution, porosity profile has little to no impact on
dissolution speed.
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Figure 5-7 Dissolution model as controlled by rate-limiting steps.
5.2.4 Testing of the Novel Tablet Holder
Paddle dissolution with tablet holder (holder dissolution) is fine-tuned with
10% caffeine - lactose tablets. Initial testing in a prototype tablet holder demonstrated
linear dissolution of the retained tablet through 90% completion. In a standard paddle
dissolution testing, a three-stage dissolution process was observed, with initial linear
dissolution (0-10 min) followed by collapse-induced rapid dissolution (10-13 min) and
then a final stage leveling off (14-20min) (Figure 5-8). It appears that the holder test
successfully achieved more consistent dissolution speed by controlling the
hydrodynamics near the tablet surface and exposure area of the tablet enclosed.
However, when the holders are manufactured and tested in larger numbers, significant
inconsistency in dissolution profile was observed (Figure 5-9). During dissolution,
bubbles could be seen leaking out of tablet sidewalls from behind the tablet. Total
collapse of tablet happens at various time points of the dissolution process. It was
concluded that a hydrodynamic pressure induced by paddle agitation is pushing air
bubbles trapped behind the holder to squeeze through the interface between tablet
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sidewall and holder, weakening the tablet structure as well as changing hydrodynamics
surrounding the tablets.
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Figure 5-8 Paddle dissolution with and without tablet holder. (A) Experimental setup; (B)
Dissolution profile comparison for 48N 10% Caffeine-90% Lactose tablets.
Waxing of Holder Sidewall/ Parafilm Wrapping of Tablet for Leakage Prevention
In order to generate a tight seal between the tablet and the holder wall, multiple methods
have been attempted, with wax sealing and partial parafilmTM (Pechiney Plastic
Packaging, Menasha, WI) wrapping being the most efficient ones. For wax sealing, bees
wax (Sigma-Aldrich), Carnauba wax (Sigma-Aldrich), or a combination of the two are
melted on a hot plate at 1 00C and applied to tablet hole sidewall with a cotton Q-tip.
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The tablet is quickly pushed into the hole from the inner side of the holder. Multiple
trials identified bees wax as the best candidate amongst those tried, providing adequate
softness and cooling speed. Only the side wall and partial back of the tablet are waxed,
so the impact on dissolution of the tablet's exposed front side is minimal to none.
Dissolution of Caffeine Tablets with Holder - 120N, 1 week
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Figure 5-9 Inconsistent dissolution results with original tablet holder.
Caffeine Tablets with Waxed Holder - 120N, 1 week
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Figure 5-10 Dramatically enhanced consistency in holder dissolution with waxing.
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Holder dissolution of the same caffeine tablets with wax sealing yields much more
consistent dissolution profiles with an average standard deviation of <5%, as shown in
Figure 5-10. No bubble leakage is observed. Dissolution is consistent and steady
through majority of the process. The tablet flat surface gradually retreated as dissolution
goes on, demonstrating a surface erosion dissolution process.
ParafilmTM wrapping is another effective method in preventing sidewall leakage. In this
case, tablet's curved sidewall is carefully wrapped with a parafilmTM strip, leaving only
the flat surfaces exposed. The tablet is then inserted into the tablet hole of the holder for
dissolution testing. In the holder dissolution of 50% compound-A tablets, parafilm m
wrapped tablets demonstrated consistent and reproducible dissolution patterns with an
average standard deviation of 1.6% (Figure 5-11). When compared with holder sidewall
waxing, parafilmTM wrapping of tablet is a lot more tedious and error-prone. In
subsequent tests where waxing technique was optimized, standard deviation was
controlled to be within 2%. As a result, most of the holder tests conducted in this study
were done with the use of a wax seal.
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Figure 5-11 Consistent dissolution profiles in M50 holder test with parafilm wrapping.
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Location of Holder in Dissolution Vessel
3.4cm
T -8.2cm
Holder Position: 8cm
4.4cm
Figure 5-12 Illustration of tablet holder position with 900ml medium in dissolution vessel.
As can be seen in Figure 1-9, only certain regions along the dissolution vessel sidewall
have a steady flow pattern. Therefore, the positioning of the tablet holder is very
important to achieve consistent hydrodynamics condition at the exposed surface of the
tablet. A position too close to the rotating paddle would be impacted by the turbulent
flow adjacent to the paddle, while a position too close to the dissolution medium upper
surface will be subjected to a surface effect of the flow.
Figure 5-12 illustrates the position of the holder in a 1-liter dissolution vessel filled with
900ml medium. The total height of the vessel is roughly 16 cm. Holder positions with
tablet center at 7, 8, and 10 cm away from the vessel bottom were tested with 10%
caffeine-lactose tablets (LOON strength, N=6) (Figure 5-13). The results showed that
dissolution at holder position of 8cm has the smallest average standard deviation of
1.11%. At holder position of 7cm, average standard deviation is slightly higher at 1.23%
but still very satisfactory. At holder position of 10cm, average standard deviation of
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dissolution profiles is considerably higher at 1.64%. Overall speaking, 8cm from the
vessel bottom is the optimal position for tablet center and is used in the subsequent tests.
Holder Dissolution Test at Different Holder Positions
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
0 10 20 30 40
Time (min)
50 60 70
Figure 5-13 Holder dissolution test at different holder position with 10ON caffeine tablets. N=6.
5.3 Holder Dissolution Study of Caffeine-Lactose Tablets
Holder dissolution was first utilized in understanding the dissolution mechanism of
caffeine-lactose tablets, starting with a typical dissolution setting of 900ml water, 37*C
water bath temperature, and 50 RPM paddle rotation speed. The 200mg tablets were
made from 10% caffeine (Sigma-Aldrich), 89.5% spray-dried lactose SuperTab@ 1 ISD
(DMV-Fonterra), and 0.5% magnesium stearate (Sigma-Aldrich). Tablets of six hardness
levels were tested, ranging from the softest 9N tablets to the hardest 120N ones.
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At 50 RPM, most tablets share the same
120N 72N
dissolution profile in holder test, with only the
softest tablets exhibiting faster dissolution due to
disintegration (Figure 5-15 A). MicroCT analysis
shows that tablets with various hardness levels
have distinctive internal microstructure, with "N 24N
softer tablets possessing a higher number of larger
pores (Figure 5-14). Combined with the
theoretical model for holder dissolution described
in section 5.2.3, it is hypothesized that holder 12N 9N
dissolution speed of caffeine-lactose tablets at 50
RPM was limited by convective-diffusion.
Figure 5-14 MicroCT reconstructured cross section
images of caffeine-lactose tablets. 500umX500um.
In order to test the impact of hydrodynamics on dissolution profiles, paddle rotation
speed was increased to 100RPM (Figure 5-15 B). There is a general shift of dissolution
profiles toward left, indicating a higher dissolution speed under the more intensive
agitation condition. However, the profiles of tablets with different strength still do not
differentiate from each other, demonstrating convective-diffusion-limited dissolution at
100 RPM.
Although the dissolution medium was degassed right before dissolution tests (degassing
procedure described in section 2.3), there is still a risk of pre-existing air bubbles within
tablet microstructure to deter liquid penetration into the pores. In subsequent
experiments, 0.2% (w/v) sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, Sigma-Aldrich) was added as a
surfactant to dissolution medium, which should reduce the surface tension at the
solid-liquid interface and facilitate the wetting process (22). The addition of surfactant
did not help isolate the dissolution profiles, further confirming the convective-diffusion-
limited scenario for dissolution of lactose-caffeine tablets (Figure 5-15 C).
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Figure 5-15 Holder dissolution test results of caffeine-lactose tablets. N=6.
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A more quantitative analysis of the dissolution speeds further confirms the hypothesis
about dissolution mechanism. From the theoretical model for convective-diffusion-
limited dissolution, we have,
R = 0.687ADm3 r)'3(C, -G )
According to Blasius solution to a unidirectional flow parallel to the tablet surface, the
boundary layer thickness is proportional to the inverted square root of bulk flow speed
(23). Integrating the relationship back to the dissolution rate expression above, we find
that the dissolution rate is proportional to the square root of the bulk flow speed.
Assuming that the bulk flow speed at 100RPM is twice the flow speed at 50RPM, we
reach at the conclusion that dissolution speed at 100RPM should be 1.44 times the speed
at 50RPM, which is true for tablets from hardness levels of 120N to 12N (Figure 5-16).
In this case we are defining dissolution speed as the average % of dissolution progress
per minute for the first 60% of the whole process. The softest 9N tablets had higher
dissolution speed at 100 RPM due to a larger impact of mechanical stress applied on the
tablet. The addition of surfactant accelerated the dissolution process of softer tablets,
possibly by enhancing the wetting process and thus expediting disintegration.
Holder Dissolution Speed of 10% Caffeine Tablets, N=6
12
-4-50RPM
-u-IOORPM
- 8 -,.-1OORPM w/ SDS - - -
-+ 5ORPM *1.440.
c*6
0
40
120 72 48 24 12 9
Tablet Strength (N)
Figure 5-16 Comparison of caffeine-lactose holder dissolution speeds at various settings.
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Based on the experiments and analyses shown above, we can conclude that 10%
caffeine-lactose tablets go through convective-diffusion-limited dissolution in holder
dissolution test. As demonstrated in Chapter 2, caffeine-lactose tablets of different
strengths show distinctive dissolution profiles in standard paddle dissolution test. Based
on the design of the holder and observation of the dissolution processes, it is
hypothesized that disintegration induced by medium penetration leads to the differential
dissolution speeds in standard paddle test. In Chapter 6, numerical simulations with
microCT-acquired tablet microstructure would help confirm this hypothesis.
5.4 Holder Dissolution Study of Compound-A Roller-Compacted Tablets
In holder dissolution study of compound-A roller-compacted tablets, one additional
dimension, the loading percentage of compound-A in the formulation, is considered and
evaluated. Standard paddle dissolution and holder dissolution were performed for 200mg
M-series formulation roller-compacted tablets M1O/M30/M50/M70, as described in
Chapter 4. The tests were conducted with 900ml 0.0iN HCl solution as dissolution
medium, a 37"C water bath and 50RPM paddle rotation speed.
The findings are presented in Figure 5-17 and Figure 5-18. The M10 tablet dissolution
profiles resemble those of 10% caffeine tablets, with similar profiles in holder dissolution
but very different profiles in standard paddle dissolution. It confirms the convective-
diffusion-limited dissolution for lactose dominant tablets. In M30 tablets, holder
dissolution profiles show a small sign of divergence, while paddle dissolution profiles
converge slightly. As demonstrated in Chapter 4, the dominant structure in M30 is still
lactose, but the presence of more compound-A could partially deter medium access to
some of the pore space, resulting in smaller dissolution speed differences (brought by
disintegration). In M50 and M70 tablets, holder dissolution profiles continue to diverge,
indicating a surface-dissolving-limited scenario for tablets with compound-A dominant
structure. The paddle dissolution profiles for M50 and M70 are similar, with 1OON
tablets dissolving considerably slower than the others.
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Figure 5-17 Holder and paddle dissolution results of M1O/M30 compound-A tablets. 900ml O.O1N HCl, 50RPM. N=12.
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Figure 5-18 Holder and paddle dissolution results of M50/M70 compound-A tablets. 900ml 0.01N HCl, 50RPM. N=12
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Figure 5-19 Dissolution surface map of compound-A tablets in holder dissolution (A) and paddle dissolution (B) tests.
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In this study, we define a dissolution surface map as dissolution speed plotted against
tablet composition and tablet strength. The dissolution surface maps for paddle test and
holder test of compound-A tablets give us a thorough overview of the dissolution
characteristics (Figure 5-19). In general, the more compound-A, the faster the dissolution
is. However, M10 dissolution is faster than M30 in paddle test. A logical explanation
from the microCT data is that the compound-A in M30 deters liquid access to the pore
network of the lactose, delaying disintegration from happening. The M10 paddle
dissolution speed curve is upward, compared with the flat curve in holder dissolution,
indicating that the impact of medium-penetration-induced disintegration is an important
driver in standard paddle dissolution. We can also see that the more compound-A, the
steeper the dissolution speed curve, again indicating a surface-dissolving-limited scenario
for compound-A dominant tablets. Useful leamings can be drawn from the data. For
lactose dominant formulation, the most important measure to enhance dissolution rate is
to promote disintegration. When used in combination with other excipients that undergo
plastic densification, lactose pore network interconnectivity could be reduced, resulting in
less disintegration and slower dissolution. For compound-A dominant formulation,
maximizing the surface area available for dissolution is crucial to achieving faster
dissolution speed. At high compound-A loadings, a compromise between hardness and
dissolution rate needs to be made. An adequate hardness level should be the lowest to
allow enough strength for the tablet to sustain packaging, handling, and transportation
induced stress.
As mentioned above, paddle dissolution of 1 OON M70 tablets is considerably slower than
that for M70 tablets of other strengths. During the dissolution process, it was observed
that 1 OON tablets tended to sink at the vessel bottom without changing position
significantly, 75N tablets swung around the bottom within a circle of -4 cm in diameter,
50N/25N tablets first floated in the medium, but then sank and swung around the bottom.
The hypothesis is that 1 OON tablet dissolution is much slower because it mainly happens
from the curved side wall and the upper flat surface, in which case we define the
dissolution process to be in sink scenario (we are not using "sink condition" as it has
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different meaning in dissolution). We also define the dissolution of floating or swinging
tablets to be in floating scenario, where dissolution happens from all the surfaces.
Since dissolution only happens from one flat tablet surface in the holder test, we can first
calculate the effective dissolution rate per unit surface area and then derive the equivalent
dissolution rate in sink or floating scenarios (Figure 5-20). The converted dissolution
rates can then be compared with the standard paddle dissolution rates. For the same
dissolution scenario, this is effectively comparing dissolution speeds under two sets of
hydrodynamics condition.
Dissolution Data Con
Holder Scenario Original data
Sink Scenario Holder to I flat + side
Floating Scenario Holder to 2 flats + side
Figure 5-20 Illustration of different dissolution scenarios and correspondent data conversion
methods.
As shown in Table 5-1, dissolution speed of 100N tablet in holder-converted sink
scenario (green) agrees very well with that in standard paddle test condition (yellow),
while dissolution speeds of tablets with other hardness in holder-converted floating
scenario (green) agree well with those in standard paddle test condition (yellow). This
observation confirms our hypothesis about the dissolution scenarios. It also further
illuminates the surface-dissolving-limited nature of compound-A dominant tablets in the
current dissolution settings, as the dissolution speeds per unit surface area under different
hydrodynamics conditions are the same. Tablet density was hypothesized to be the
primary driver for different dissolution scenarios. The bulk density of M70 1OON tablets,
1.15 g/ml, is 15% higher than the 1 g/ml density of the dissolution medium, while the bulk
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density of 75N tablets, 1.04 g/ml and 4% higher than that of medium, was not sufficient
to withstand the agitation of a dissolution paddle rotating at 50 RPM.
Table 5-1 Comparison between dissolution speeds of standard paddle test and converted holder test.
M70 Standard Holder Holder to Holder to Density
Tablets Test Speed 1 flat + 2 flats +
Target Speed (%/min) side side (g/ml)
Hardness (%/min) (%/min) (%/min)
1OON 3.33 1.54
75N 6.67 1.88 4.50
50N 8.22 2.18 5.45
30N 10.34 2.86 7.36
1.15
1.04
0.99
0.92
In order to test the hypothesis about density in a broader setting, a value between the bulk
density of 1 OON and 75N M70 tablets, 1.1 Og/ml at 10% higher than dissolution medium
density, is adopted as a threshold for determining dissolution scenarios. Any tablet with
bulk density below this value is assumed to be in floating scenario, and any tablet above
this is assumed to be in sink scenario. All the compound-A tablets with different drug
loadings can be classified into the two categories based on the threshold (Figure 5-21).
In order to compare equivalent dissolution speeds under two different hydrodynamics
conditions, i.e., in the tablet holder and at the vessel bottom, holder dissolution speeds for
all the tablets are converted to speeds of correspondent dissolution scenarios. A
comparison between the standard paddle dissolution speeds and the converted holder
dissolution speeds is done by subtracting the latter from the former and plotting the
differential dissolution surface map (Figure 5-22). For M50/M70, the differential speeds
are mostly near the zero point, indicating that both tablets are surface-dissolving-limited
in the tests. For M10, the differential speeds are higher than zero and goes up with
decreasing strength, indicating the impact of disintegration via medium penetration. For
M30, even though lactose is assuming a relatively large volumetric portion of the tablet,
the presence of significant amount of compound-A is deterring pore access and
preventing massive disintegration.
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Figure 5-21 Thresholding of compound-A tablets into sink or floating dissolution scenarios.
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Figure 5-22 Differential dissolution speed surface map of paddle test and converted holder test.
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5.5 Summary
A novel tablet holder was designed as a piece of simple accessory for paddle dissolution
test in aiding dissolution mechanism investigation. After a series of alterations in holder
design and testing method, the holder helped establish a consistent dissolution scenario
within the paddle dissolution settings, where disintegration due to medium penetration
and tablet swelling is suppressed. The surface dissolution process with the holder was
described with a physical/mathematical model. Two surface dissolution mechanisms,
surface-dissolving-limited dissolution and convective-diffusion-limited dissolution, were
identified and characterized.
In holder dissolution study of 10% caffeine-lactose tablets, it was demonstrated that
convective diffusion is the rate limiting step in the typical dissolution settings tested. The
tablets exhibited similar dissolution profiles, except for the softest tablets with significant
disintegration. In contrast, caffeine-lactose tablets of different strengths exhibited
distinctive dissolution profiles in regular paddle tests, indicating that disintegration
induced by medium penetration and tablet swelling played important roles in expediting
paddle dissolution of these tablets.
The dimension of holder dissolution study was then expanded to include compound-A
roller compacted tablets with various drug loadings and mechanical strengths. Unlike
that for caffeine-lactose tablets, paddle dissolution for compound-A dominant tablets
(M50/M70) is limited by the surface dissolving process, to which the available surface
area at solid-liquid interface is key to a faster dissolution process. The dissolution speed
per unit surface area for those tablets is the same under different hydrodynamics
conditions within the paddle dissolution setup. A compromise between hardness and
dissolution rate must be made for compound-A dominant tablets. An adequate hardness
level should be the lowest to allow enough strength for the tablet to sustain packaging,
handling, and transportation induced stress.
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It was also discovered that dissolution could happen in sink scenario or floating scenario,
with a threshold of tablet bulk density at 110% of dissolution medium density. This is
easily overlooked during formulation development and could lead to inconsistent
dissolution profiles should tablet density be set near the threshold and shift from batch to
batch. The differential dissolution speed surface map is a powerful tool in understanding
the critical role of disintegration for lactose dominant tablets (M10). In addition, it
demonstrates that the porosity network connectivity is probably essential to disintegration
induced by medium penetration, as M30 paddle dissolution is slower than that of M10
potentially due to the blockage of pore network access by the significant presence of
compound-A.
Through the case studies described in this chapter, we have demonstrated that the novel
tablet holder is a great addition to the toolbox of pharmaceutical scientists. When used
appropriately, it could help dissect dissolution mechanism of pharmaceutical tablets,
yielding critical information for guidance of rational formulation development.
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Chapter 6 Microstructure Characterization and
Numerical Simulation of Liquid Intrusion
In Chapter 4 we have introduced a microCT scanning method and procedures for general
characterization of tablet microstructure. In this chapter, we describe detailed
examination of microstructural features for a caffeine-lactose tablet. Based on the results,
numerical simulation was adopted to understand liquid penetration into tablet
microstructure. Permeability for microstructure could be derived from the simulation
results, which greatly enhances our understanding of the dissolution process.
6.1 Characterization of Throats and Pores in a Tablet Porosity
Network
Tablet microstructure contains abundant information about the way a tablet is formed and
how that would affect tablet properties. The difficult part is extracting and organizing the
information so that it could be used as guidance for rational formulation / process design
and operations management. In this session we describe a detailed procedure to
reproduce tablet internal structure with representative structural modules, unveiling the
characteristics for reference of further quantitative analysis. For detailed steps and codes,
please refer to Appendix B.
The sample studied is a 100 ptm cubic of 96N 10% caffeine-lactose tablet microstructure.
The original microCT scan was done at 1.4 ptm/pixel. A 4X upsampling procedure is
conducted to smooth the internal structure and gain a certain level of additional resolution
(Figure 6-1). This is done by inserting 3 extra voxels between each pair of neighboring
voxels, with the gray scale values set at equal distance. In the next step, pore spaces are
separated from the materials through the same binarization procedure as described in
Chapter 4. After obtaining the pore space, a procedure called skeletonization is carried
out by eroding the pore structure until only a single-pixel-wide backbone line is left for
each pore. This creates a network demonstrating the connectivity patterns of the pore
structure (Figure 6-2). The pores in this lactose dominant tablet are highly
inter-connected according to the pattern shown.
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Original, 100 pm cubic, 1.4 pm/pixel
Upsampling of luminosity value 35 30 2
Figure 6-1 Upsampling by 4X smooths out internal pore structure.
Figure 6-2 Skeletonization reveals the backbone structure and connectivity patterns of the pore space.
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Upsampled, 0.35 pm/pixel
A distance map is then computed for the pore space, with the value assigned to a voxel
equal to its minimum distance from an edge of the pore space (Figure 6-3). This
procedure combined with skeletonization allows the extraction of thickness information
for the pore network, as the backbone voxels on the distance map have the highest
distance values relative to neighboring voxels. Ball-shape clusters with diameters
proportional to the distance value can be built on the backbones, forming a 3-D
representation of the internal microstructure (Figure 6-4).
Figure 6-3 Distance map allows extraction of pore network thickness information.
Figure 6-4 Representation of tablet microstructure with ball-shaped clusters. Green: throats; red:
pores; sample size: 50 sm cubic.
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In reality, it is impossible to reach at absolute definitions of throats and pores. As a result,
assumptions have to be made to enable separation of throats and pores. In this case, we
assumed that throat volume is 20% of the total pore space volume and arrived at a
threshold of 3 pm. The clusters shown in red are the pores while the clusters shown in
green are the throats (Figure 6-5). Most of the throats are linear in shape and relatively
uniform in diameter, while the pores could exist in clusters, with multiple branches
reaching out. The pore space features extremely high inter-connectivity and pore shapes
that are difficult to characterize with morphological parameters.
Figure 6-5 Separation of throats and pores reveals structural features.
Figure 6-6 Views of microstructural organization from two different angles.
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A surface view can be generated for the pore space and overlapped with the internal
structure, which allows direct examination of the arrangement of throats and pores. It
also reveals a generally flattened pore shape. As tablet compaction was done from the
top, this data suggests a perpendicular relationship between compaction direction and
pore orientation.
6.2 Numerical Simulation of Liquid Intrusion into Tablet
With microCT-captured tablet microstructure, there are in general two ways to utilize it
for quantitative analysis. First, a microstructure can be converted into a binarized 3-D
dataset representing the allocation of pores and materials, which is then used in numerical
simulations to understand tablet properties. Potential applications include the study of
dissolution process, e.g. penetration of dissolution medium into tablet internal structure,
and the study of tablet hardness, e.g. propagation of force within the material matrix.
Second, characteristics of the microstructure can be defined, quantitatively described, and
incorporated into theoretical / empirical models to understand and predict tablet
properties.
The microstructure of caffeine-lactose tablet reveals a pore shape with multiple branches
and interconnections, making proper definition of pore morphology parameters a difficult
task. On the other side, numerical simulation of liquid penetration and calculation of
permeability, an intrinsic material property, becomes an attractive option to understand
dissolution.
6.2.1 Methodology of Liquid Penetration Simulation
Numerical simulation of liquid penetration found its earliest applications in geosciences,
where it was used to explore transport properties of fluid-saturated rocks (1). A number
of studies have been conducted to solve linear-Stokes or Navier-Stokes equations of fluid
flow in rock microstructures (2-6). In this study, we present for the first time an
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application of the methodology in understanding tablet microstructure permeability and
dissolution properties.
Navier-Stokes equation has been widely used in describing fluid flow based on the
assumption that it is always a continuum (7). For a slow incompressible laminar flow,
the equation has a linear format:
V V(F) =0
Where 17 and p are local velocity vector and pressure field at position F. The first
equation describes that the flow is driven by pressure gradient and is related with the
viscosity of the fluid; the second equation refers to the incompressible nature of the flow.
For the purpose of simulation on tablet microCT structure, we modified a Stokes solver
developed by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) based on finite
difference scheme (8). The solver was developed in conjunction with the artificial
compressibility relaxation algorithm (9) and was originally applied to understand
permeability and microstructure of cement (5). For details of the modification and
execution steps, please refer to Appendix A.
In brief, microCT gray-scale structure is first binarized via thresholding, with materials
taking value 1 and pores taking value 0. The binarized structure is then converted with a
set of C language code into a marker-and-cell mesh, where pressures are defined at the
nodes (center of each voxel) and fluid velocity components are defined at the midpoint of
the bonds connecting nearest neighbor nodes (Figure 6-7). The simulation is set up as
shown in Figure 6-8. Two boundary conditions are utilized in the simulation. A pressure
gradient is applied on two sides of the sample, providing a driving force for liquid flow.
A zero velocity is further assumed at solid-pore interfaces. All the pores are assumed to
be filled up with liquid, and the flow speeds at four planes of the sample are calculated.
When the four speeds converge, steady state is considered to be reached.
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Figure 6-7 Illustration of mesh-and-cell arrangement for simulation. Adapted from Bentz et al. 2007.
a 0 a I
Boundary conditions:
(1) Pressure gradient P0=0 P1  Liquid
(2) Zero velocity at 4-
solid-pore interface
V1 V2 V3 V4
Figure 6-8 Illustration of simulation setup.
According to Darcy's law that describes fluid flow through a porous material (10), we
have,
k AP
U -
r7 L
Where u is the average liquid velocity in the direction of pressure gradient, k is the
permeability of the materials, q is the viscosity of the liquid, AP is the pressure gradient,
and L is the length of the material in the direction of pressure gradient. A specific way to
write the equation in the context of this simulation is,
k = -- (PixelResolution)2
Re
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Where Re is the Renolds number specified for the flow in the simulation (default 0.01).
The pixel resolution in the microCT sample tested is 1.39 X 10~6 r/pixel.
2
The default unit for permeability is m . More often than not, Darcy or miliDarcy is used
as the unit for permeability. 1 Darcy = 10~42 M2 , 1 miliDarcy = 10-15 M2 . One Darcy is
equal to the flow of 1 ml of fluid of 1 centipoise viscosity in 1 second under a pressure
gradient of 1 atmosphere across a 1cm2 and I cm long section of porous material.
Permeability is an intrinsic property of a material and does not change with regard to the
liquid flowing through or the pressure gradient applied. A material with a permeability
of less than 0.5 miliDarcy is typically considered impervious.
6.2.2 Permeability and Dissolution Speed
The permeability of caffeine-lactose tablets and M70 tablets at various hardness levels
were computed with the process described above. The samples used were 500 pm
binarized cubics. The permeability values are summarized in Figure 6-9.
Permeability Chart of Caffeine-Lactose and M70 Tablets
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Figure 6-9 Permeability results for caffeine-lactose tablets and M70 tablets.
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A
It is worth noting that the permeability of caffeine-lactose tablets increases dramatically
with reducing hardness, while that of M70 tablets remain below 1 miliDarcy except for
the softest 25N tablet. At similar hardness levels, the permeability of caffeine-lactose
tablets is much higher than that of M70 tablets. When permeability value is plotted
against microCT-determined porosity of the structure used in simulation, a clear linear
relationship is observed for lactose-caffeine tablets (Figure 6-10). The porosity value
corresponding to zero permeability is the percolation threshold for lactose-caffeine tablets,
in this case 7.9%. For M70 tablets, the data points are not sufficient to draw a conclusion
about linearity. However, it is clear that at the same porosity level, permeability for
caffeine tablets is higher than that of M70 tablets. The permeability of caffeine tablets
also increases a lot faster than that of M70 tablets with higher porosity. All the data point
to a much higher pore interconnectivity of caffeine-lactose tablets than M70 tablets.
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Figure 6-10 Relationship between permeability and porosity.
In the dissolution study of M-series tablets described in Chapter 5, we have derived the
portion of paddle dissolution speed as contributed by disintegration (Figure 6-11). Only
the lactose dominant M10 tablets exhibited significant portions of dissolution speed as
contributed by disintegration. We made the assumption that the disintegration activity is
induced by the high interconnectivity of the porosity network in lactose dominant tablets.
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Figure 6-11 Portions of paddle dissolution speed as driven by disintegration for M-series tablets.
According to our assumptions, the paddle dissolution speed of caffeine-lactose tablets
should be divided into two portions, disintegration speed and surface dissolution speed.
The disintegration portion is related with permeability and material physical properties.
When the paddle dissolution speed for caffeine-lactose tablets is plotted against the
square of permeability, a linear relationship is observed within the normal 9mm tablet
hardness range of 24N - 96N (Figure 6-12). The 12N data point was not adopted for two
reasons. Firstly, for a tablet as soft as 12N, the mechanical stress induced by local
hydrodynamics would contribute significantly to the dissolution speed. This effect is
neither common for a tablet with normal strength nor considered in our model. From the
data the mechanical stress is seemingly contributing to one-third of the overall dissolution
speed. Secondly, the variation of both dissolution speed and permeability measurement
in 12N tablets is very high, rendering the data point unreliable.
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Relationship between Paddle Dissolution Speed and Permeability
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Figure 6-12 Relationship between paddle dissolution speed and permeability.
The equation can be generalized into the following form,
DissSpd = DF*PermA2+SDS
Where DF = Disintegration Factor for the Excipient
SDS = Surface Dissolution Speed
In this case, DF (lactose) = 0.065, SDS (lactose, 50RPM paddle) = 6.0. The surface
dissolution speed as converted from holder dissolution test is 5.8, very close to the value
obtained in the formula. Depending on the dissolution scenario determined in holder
dissolution test, SDS could be limited by different factors. For a convective-diffusion-
limited scenario, SDS would be controlled by hydrodynamics condition. When the
hydrodynamics condition remains the same as in the current test, SDS becomes a
constant. For a surface-dissolving-limited scenario, SDS would be proportional to the
tablet microstructure surface area available for dissolution.
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It is worth noting that although the formula was found to be applicable to caffeine-lactose
tablets, the validity for general application will need to be determined by studying more
formulation systems. Nevertheless, it provides a novel framework for quantitatively
dissecting the dissolution mechanism and understanding the drivers, paving the way for
rational formulation design.
6.2.2 Comparison with Permeability by Mercury Porosimetry
In order to evaluate the accuracy of permeability calculation via microCT numerical
simulation, we measured the permeability of tablets from the same batches using mercury
porosimetry.
For caffeine-lactose tablets, mercury porosimetry derived permeability is lower than
simulation derived permeability except for the softest 12N tablet (Figure 6-13). We
believe that mercury porosimetry systematically underestimates the permeability levels
for caffeine-lactose tablets, as at the levels indicated for 48N and 96N tablets there should
be no disintegration happening. In actual paddle dissolution process, disintegration was
observed for tablets of both strengths, especially the 48N ones. The underestimation in
permeability by mercury porosimetry could be related to the underestimation of pore
diameter, which is used in the calculation of permeability.
For M70 tablets, the advantage of permeability calculation via numerical simulation
becomes obvious. The values obtained are not only consistent in trend (with higher
permeability for softer tablets), but also agree well with experimental observation. The
permeability values obtained by mercury porosimetry are not convincing, with erroneous
readings for 25N and 50N tablets. Mercury porosimetry was inadequate to characterize
permeability for M70 tablets, whose pore space is much less interconnected than that for
caffeine-lactose tablets.
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Figure 6-13 Comparison of caffeine-lactose tablet permeability by Hg porosimetry and microCT.
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Figure 6-14 Comparison of M70 tablet permeability by Hg porosimetry amd microCT.
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We believe that the root cause for inaccuracy in mercury permeability measurement lies
in its calculation method. The calculation of permeability in the Autopore IV 9200
mercury porosimeter system used in this study requires identification of an inflection
point on the curve of cumulative intrusion volume vs. pore diameter (11) (Figure 6-15).
The precise selection of the point is critical to a fair estimation of permeability, but this is
often difficult for two reasons. First, the infection point sits in an area that intrusion
volume changes most rapidly, making the identification relatively inaccurate; second, in
the scenarios where multiple S shapes appear in the curve, it might become impossible to
select the inflection point.
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Figure 6-15 Difficulty in determing inflection point for permeability study in mercury porosimetry.
When compared with mercury porosimetry, numerical simulation based on microCT
structure was proved to be more reliable and accurate in determining the permeability of
pharmaceutical tablets.
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6.3 Summary
In this chapter we first introduced a series of imaging analysis techniques transforming
the original pore space into a 3-D model illustrating the interconnection and relative size
of the pores and throats. This model helps understand the arrangement patterns of the
pore space and thus guide the next steps of quantitative analysis. Caffeine-lactose tablets
were discovered to have a pore network that is highly interconnected. The throats are
mainly linear in shape and relatively uniform in diameter. However, the pores could exist
in aggregation with multiple branches reaching out.
Next, numerical simulation of liquid intrusion was adopted to understand the relationship
between tablet microstructure and dissolution process. The results demonstrated that
permeability of caffeine-lactose tablets increases quickly with decreasing tablet hardness,
while the permeability of M70 tablets remains at impervious levels for tablets between
50N and 1OON. For tablets at the same hardness and porosity level, the permeability for
caffeine-lactose tablets is much higher than that for M70 tablets. When permeability
value is plotted against microCT-determined porosity of the structure used in simulation,
a clear linear relationship is observed for lactose-caffeine tablets, indicating that
permeability can be estimated just based on the total porosity of the tablets.
With the calculation of permeability levels, the dissolution speed for caffeine-lactose
tablets was separated into two portions representing the contributions from disintegration
and surface dissolution, respectively. The disintegration speed is proportional to a
disintegration factor and the square of permeability values. The surface dissolution speed
is dependant upon the dissolution mechanism identified in holder dissolution test. In a
convective-diffusion-limited scenario, it is controlled by the hydrodynamic conditions
around the tablet; in a surface-dissolving-limited scenario, it is controlled by the tablet
surface area in contact with dissolution medium.
Tablet permeability calculation via microCT-based numerical simulation was
demonstrated to be a superior choice when compared with that via mercury porosimetry.
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An intrinsic defect in calculation method by mercury porosimetry makes it an unreliable
technique for determination of tablet permeability.
Permeability derived from microstructural numerical simulation was established as a new
parameter for describing tablet dissolution properties. It provides novel insights into the
dissolution process and a mechanistic linkage between two common parameters: tablet
porosity and dissolution speed.
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Chapter 7 Preliminary and Future Work
The development of the microCTdissolution-holder toolbox in this study provides a
systematic approach for microstructural characterization of pharmaceutical tablets.
Equally importantly, it paves the way for further utilization of the techniques in different
aspects of pharmaceutical manufacturing, e.g. tablet coating quality examination. The
resolution limitation revealed also inspires exploration of another novel technology, the
focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM). Abundant opportunities
exist for future work in tablet microstructure and dissolution mechanism. The direction
and speed of technological innovation in this space are critical factors in the adaptation of
the toolbox in the industry.
7.1 MicroCT Investigation of Tablet Coating
Coating is often an important step in tablet manufacturing process, as it can be used to
improve appearance/flavor or strengthen the tablet to endure handling and transportation.
Coating could also be utilized to alter the pharmacological properties of the tablets. The
dissolution time of coated tablets is typically longer than that of uncoated tablets. Enteric
coatings can be applied to tablets so that they can resist the strong acid of stomach fluid
and dissolve in less-acidic intestines (1). Several coating materials could provide a
moisture barrier for the tablets coated, rendering essential protection for ingredients that
are highly sensitive to moisture (2).
Because of coating's critical functionalities, tablet coating quality has been studied
extensively. Visual inspection is a most basic and straightforward method, but a better
understanding requires going below the surface layer. Two technologies currently under
development for coating characterization are near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy (3-5) and
terahertz pulsed imaging (TPI) (6-8). Both technologies depend on the correlation of
collected sample spectrum with tablet physical structure to derive information about the
coatings. Only a general thickness might be calculated, with no detailed information
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about local coating structure. Nevertheless, both technologies can be operated on a
real-time basis, so they are well suited for online monitoring of coating process (3, 9).
MicroCT represents a novel technology that might achieve 3-D location-dependant
characterization of tablet coatings. In this preliminary study, a placebo tablet coated with
Opadry@ AMB is scanned with Skyscan 1172@ microCT instrument at a resolution of
3 pim/pixel and a scanning time of 2340ms. A reconstructured cross section of the tablet
is shown in Figure 7-1, where coating layer is manifesting itself as a white circle around
the tablet. A thresholding procedure was then performed to separate the coating layer
from the bulk material, resulting in the extraction of a 3-d coating shell (Figure 7-2).
Figure 7-1 Cross section microCT image of coated tablet.
The thickness of the coating can be extracted by calculating a distance map of the coating
and obtaining the distance values on the skeleton layer. A new 3-D model comprised of
thickness information can be built, allowing direct visualization and examination of
coating patterns (Figure 7-3). Thinner and uneven coating is observed on the embossed
side of the tablet, especially at the locations of the numbers. On the side wall there are
strips of thin coating, most probably formed due to the local physical structure. On the
other flat side there is a circular ring of thin coating, potentially formed due to tablet
contact during the coating process.
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Figure 7-2 MicroCT 3-D model of tablet coating.
Figure 7-3 Coating thickness distribution on different tablet surfaces. 1 unit = 3 um.
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The visualized presentation of coating thickness distribution allows direct examination of
coating patterns, providing abundant information for improvement of coating techniques.
On the other hand, quantitative analysis of the coating thickness creates a new dimension
in quality measures. In the histogram of coating thickness, it was shown that a
representative coating thickness for the tablet is 82 pm, with most of the tablet surface
spots having coating thickness between 50 pLm and 100 pLm (Figure 7-4). However, it is
also worth noting that about 15% of the surface spots have a coating thickness lower than
50 ptm. This represents the region that improvements in coating technique need to be
geared toward.
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Figure 7-4 Quantitative analysis of tablet coating thickness.
This preliminary study of tablet coating demonstrates the power of microCT as a tool for
pharmaceutical manufacturing R&D. However, it also reveals certain current limitations.
The scanning of a sample takes 2.5 hours, reconstructing a sample takes 16 hours on a
4-processor desktop computer, while the analysis with Avizo@ 6.2 software had to be
conducted on a powerful workstation with 8GB memory. These limitations will certainly
be addressed with the rapid technology development in the near future.
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7.2 FIB-SEM Investigation of Tablet Microstructure
MicroCT has been demonstrated to be a powerful tool in characterizing pharmaceutical
tablets. In comparison with the current standard method mercury porosimetry, the most
significant drawback of microCT is the relatively low resolution. When studying lOON
M70 compound-A tablets, insufficient microCT resolution was observed. In order to
address the resolution limitation of microCT, alternative technologies were evaluated.
Focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) emerged as a great
candidate for 3-D microstructure characterization with super high resolution.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a method of producing images of a surface by
scanning a finely focused electron beam over the sample and mapping the electron
interactions produced. With a resolution as high as 5-20 nm, SEM is a 2-D technology
and only characterizes material surfaces. Recently, a novel platform combining the
traditional resolution power of SEM with a sample manipulation capability of focused ion
beam (FIB) brings the promise of 3-D SEM characterization of material structures.
SEM
SEM image
Figure 7-5 Illustration of FIB-SEM working mechanism.
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In a FIB-SEM scanning experiment, a focused ion beam is used to cut off a thin slice of
the object, with a SEM scan done after each cut (Figure 7-5). The thinnest slice that
could be cut is -10 nm with current technology, representing a 10 nm resolution power in
all the three dimensions when combined with SEM. The series of SEM scans can then be
aligned and constructed into a 3-D model of the sample internal structure.
In this preliminary study, a fragment of a lOON M70 compound-A tablet was scanned
with a piece of Zeiss FIB-SEM instrument. A SEM image with scanning parameters is
shown in Figure 7-6. The SEM scanning was done with 41 nm resolution, the FIB
cutting was done at 50 nm intervals. A low electron current was selected so that
electrostatic charge on material surface is minimized. The image demonstrates that the
pores in 1 OON M70 tablet are mostly smaller than 1 pm in diameter and are much less
inter-connected than the pores in 96N caffeine-lactose tablets.
kigure 7-6 lls-SEM image of M7U tablet cross section with experimental parameters.
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Figure 7-7 Image processing procedure of FIB-SEM data.
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In order to extract 3-D structural information from the FIB-SEM data set, a series of
image processing was conducted in Avizo@ 6.2 software. First, a Noise Reduction
Minimum Filter was applied to remove noise signals embedded in the scans (Figure
7-7 A); A gray-scale microstructure model is obtained (Figure 7-7 B). Next, pore space
segmentation of the dataset was conducted with a combination of Thresholding and
Magic Wand selection (Figure 7-7 C). Island Removal was applied to remove the single
voxel noises from the selection. Finally, Smoothing was applied to the pore spaces and
pores were labeled as individuals (Figure 7-7 D). At this stage, quantitative
characterization can be conducted on the pores.
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Figure 7-8 Incremental pore size distribution of FIB-SEM data for 100N M70 tablet.
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Figure 7-9 Cululative pore volume distribution of FIB-SEM data for 10ON M70 tablet.
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It was shown that most of the pores in 1 OON M70 tablets are around 0.3 pim in diameter,
compared with mercury porosimetry's 0.016 pm. The multiple peaks are due to arbitrary
allocation of histogram bins rather than actual discontinuity in pore size. According to
FIB-SEM, 90% of the total pore volume belongs to pores with a diameter between 0.2
pm and 1 ptm. This is one to two orders-of-magnitude larger than mercury porosimetry's
estimation of 0.006-0.2 im for 90% pore volume of 1OON M70 tablets. The total
porosity measured by FIB-SEM is 5.6%, a lower value than the theoretical porosity of
7.0%. Two reasons might explain the discrepancy. First, the sample studied was very
small and did not contain any lactose granules at much higher porosity; second, it is
possible that there are a group of pores smaller than 40ptm in size that were not captured
by FIB-SEM.
The application of FIB-SEM in this preliminary study complimented microCT with data
at high resolution, providing more detailed quantitative information about tablet
microstructure. The more accurate FIB-SEM structure is used for permeability
simulation. Resulted permeability is 0.25 miliDarcy, compared with 0.29 and 0.35
miliDarcy from microCT structure. It demonstrates that a lack of interconnectivity of the
pore space in both dataset contributed to very low permeability values. The FIB-SEM
permeability is slightly lower probably due to the absence of lactose structure in the
sample tested.
FIB-SEM is a promising technology for potential applications in understanding
pharmaceutical materials. It provides ultra high resolution in 3-D characterization of
microstructure, enabling a head-to-head comparison with mercury porosimetry. However,
being a 2-D technology in its core, a series of drawbacks were also revealed during the
preliminary trial.
A lot of pharmaceutical ingredients are prone to electrostatic charge buildup. In a regular
SEM experiment, a thin coating like 5nm platinum can be applied to the surface of the
sample to eliminate the electrostatic problem. In real-time FIB cutting, coating is
impossible. As a result, data could be easily impacted by the electrostatic charge buildup.
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FIB cutting is destructive and has a potential to skew the material structure. Since the
slice is milled away, there is no record of the transition structure, causing occasional
discontinuity in consecutive SEM images. Being a 2-D technique, it is also not suitable
to study highly porous materials due to the complications introduced by the shadow of
the pores.
With careful experimental design and data processing, FIB-SEM could bring valuable
microstructure information at ultra-high resolution. Further study is suggested to better
explore its utilization in the pharmaceutical industry.
7.3 Future Work in Tablet Microstructure Investigation
The tablet microstructure characterization described in this thesis lays a solid foundation
for further exploration. Thorough investigation of tablet microstructure and its
relationship with the materials, manufacturing process, and tablet properties could
provide significant guidance for pharmaceutical manufacturing. This would enable more
efficient formulation and process design, better operational control, and more stringent
quality assurance.
. New excipients could be studied with the toolbox developed in this study.
Although spray-dried lactose is a very common excipient for pharmaceutical
tablets, it is not representative of all the common excipients. Other ingredients,
e.g. microcrystalline cellulose (MCC), polyethylene glycol (PEG), and the
inorganic calcium phosphate dibasic, might exhibit completely different material
behaviors and form distinctive microstructure in tablet manufacturing process.
0 New aspects of a tablet might be investigated with microCT. The analysis of
coating quality is a good example. Heterogeneity of tablet microstructure can be
assessed by examining fragments cut from different locations of a tablet.
Chemical mapping is possible when the contrast between the API and the
excipients in microCT scan is high enough.
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" Dynamic microCT study could be carried out to understand the evolution of
microstructure during manufacturing or analytical testing processes. Whole tablet
scan coupled with step-wise compaction of the same tablet could reveal particle
reorganization and deformation patterns during tablet compaction. Analyzing
freeze-dried tablet matrix before and after dissolution could help understand
microstructural changes induced by liquid penetration.
" MicroCT study of novel dosage forms could provide in-depth information about
the products and associated manufacturing processes. Innovative drug products,
like extruded and molded tablets or thin-film compacted tablets, are produced via
manufacturing processes completely different from traditional ones. The
capability to characterize 3-D microstructure of these novel products would
provide much better understanding of the material transformation processes and
their impact on tablet qualities.
" More advanced quantitative analysis can be developed for tablet microstructures.
Pore shape and orientation can be characterized by calculating the momentum
vector of the individual pores. Throat diameter can be extracted from a distance
map, while the throat length can be obtained by measuring the throat skeleton
length. Pore interconnectivity can be determined by counting the number of
throats connected to a pore. These parameters could potentially be built into
realistic physical / mathematical models describing tablet properties like
dissolution profiles, leading to better understanding and control of tablet
manufacturing. On the numerical simulation side, liquid penetration study from
different side of a sample should be conducted to investigate anisotropic
properties of permeability. Force propagation within a tablet microstructure
matrix can be simulated, which could yield constructive information about
obtaining proper tablet strength via microstructural designs.
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e Further exploration of FIB-SEM in pharmaceutical applications should be
continued, as the ultra high resolution and superb phase contrast of FIB-SEM
might prove to be valuable addition to the 3-D characterization capability of
microCT.
7.4 Future Work in Dissolution Mechanism Investigation
The exploration of tablet dissolution mechanism in this study leads to the dissection of
dissolution into surface dissolution and disintegration. Within surface dissolution, two
extreme scenarios were identified, i.e. surface-dissolving-limited dissolution and
convective-diffusion-limited dissolution. An equation for calculating dissolution speed is
suggested. However, only two formulation systems were studied due to time limitation.
More work is needed to confirm and further polish the theory.
" More formulation systems need to be tested with the tablet holder for evaluation
of dissolution mechanism, e.g. immediate release formulations featuring other
common excipients. Dissolution medium mimicking in vivo conditions, such as
fast and fed status, should be utilized to understand the potential dissolution
mechanisms in vivo. The impact of disintegrants on dissolution mechanism can
be evaluated as well.
" Extended-release formulations featuring insoluble excipient matrix could be
tested with the tablet holder, creating a uni-directional material transport process
with little tablet swelling. This combined with microCT study could help
understand the diffusion process happening within the tablet matrix and guide
extended-release formulation design.
" Representative formulations need to be identified for each category of dissolution
mechanisms suggested in this study. Dissolution theory proposed can be further
refined based on these additional studies. Incorporation of microstructural
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analysis and dissolution mechanism theory should be attempted to reach at a
sophisticated theoretical system describing dissolution activity on a
microstructural level. This would enable ultimate Quality by Design in
pharmaceutical tablet manufacturing.
7.5 Outlook of the Technologies
This study explored the utilization of several novel technologies/designs in understanding
tablet microstructure and pharmacological properties. Meanwhile, it also reveals the
shortcomings in what is currently available. Some of the issues might be resolved as
technology advances in the next 5-10 years.
The technology of microCT has been developed rapidly within the last decade. Current
generation of desktop microCT scanners enjoy a highest resolution of 1-10 ptm / pixel.
When a special synchrotron x-ray source is connected from a few facilities, resolution
can reach sub 60 nm level, enabling whole cells microstructure imaging (10-12). The
advancement in desktop microCT technology has yielded a new class of CT scanners
called nanoCT, referring to a maximum resolution at nm level. The Skyscan@ 2011
nano-CT has a maximum resolution of 150 nm, while Xradia@ nano-XCT 100 is capable
of producing a maximum resolution of 50 nm. The continuing improvement in scanning
resolution will enable affordable bench-top units with adequate resolution for the
majority of pharmaceutical materials utilized in the industry.
Another direction of improvement has been geared toward speed, which involves both
scanning speed and post processing speed. Currently, a scanning session for a tablet
fragment at 1.4 pm / pixel resolution with Skyscan@ 1172 scanner takes about 1-1.5 hrs,
the reconstruction of the 3-D structure at 360X360X1024 size takes 0.5 hr on a
4-processor 32-bit workstation with 4GB memory. With the new high-throughput
Skyscan@ 1178 scanner, comparable scanning and reconstruction would take a total of
less than 5 minutes. Although the 1178 scanner is designed for small animal live
imaging and thus has a rather low resolution of 80 pm / pixel, a higher resolution scanner
with similar speed can be expected in the near future.
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Innovative approaches are under development for better scanning capability. Dr. Ge
Wang of Virginia Tech is leading an effort to design the next generation nano-CT
combining interior tomography capability. This would allow examination of local
portions of a sample object without cutting the portions off, realizing non-destructive
location-dependent high-resolution characterization of pharmaceutical dosage forms.
In currently available commercial software products, the capability of 3-D imaging
analysis has been mainly developed for applications in fields such as geosciences,
material sciences, and biomechanical sciences. Avizo@ from Visualization Sciences
Group has the most powerful quantitative package and is the software used in this study.
It combines impressive visualization capability with quantitative analysis and is
developer friendly. The downside of Avizo@ is that it provides so many functionalities
and options that the user interface becomes relatively difficult to manipulate.
Voxblast@ 3D from Vaytek Inc is less powerful and is mainly geared toward biochemical
and biomaterial applications. Another major 3D imaging visualization and analysis
software is VGStudio@ Max from Volume Graphics GmbH, which is used extensively in
industrial designs but less so in scientific research.
A promising option is to develop customized application modules for pharmaceutical
dosage form microstructure characterization based on the platform of Avizo@. After
identification of key parameters and design of workflows to characterize them,
application packages featuring simple and interactive graphical user interface (GUI) can
be tailor-made for microstructure analysis in pharmaceutical R&D and manufacturing
settings. This could enable the full integration of microstructure control into current
practices, the details of which are discussed in Chapter 8.
A wide-spread usage of the tablet holder designed in this study would require a viable
commercial production plan. The biggest issue incurred when the holders were
manufactured to a standard size was the variation in dissolution vessel dimensions. The
Varian@ 1-liter dissolution vessels had varying internal diameters, causing significant fit
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problem for the holders. In a commercial scale production, there are two ways to
overcome the difficulty. One is to incorporate an elastic session at the connection line of
the holder, allowing a certain degree of variation in vessel size; the other is to build new
dissolution vessels with tablet holder incorporated in the design. In both approaches,
exchangeable tablet holder modules fitting tablets of different size and shape can be
designed.
The successful integration of the microCT-dissolution holder toolbox in the
pharmaceutical manufacturing industry could provide a wide range of benefits, as will be
detailed in the next chapter. The technology advance in the foreseeable future would
certainly accelerate the adaptation process, leading us to an era of microstructure analysis
in pharmaceutical dosage form characterization.
7.6 Selection of Technologies for Microstructural Analysis
In this study, multiple technologies for microstructural acquisition have been discussed,
including microCT, nanoCT, and FIB-SEM (Table 7-1). Selection of adequate
technology is an important step in microstructural analysis. The discussion within this
session is based on the assumption that all the three pieces of instrument are readily
available.
Table 7-1 Comparison of technologies for microstructural analysis.
Technology Resolution Sample Size Note
@ Max Resolution
microCT 0.7-10 pm 1.5-20 mm Insufficient for densificated structure
nanoCT 50-150 nm 0.07-0.2 mm Might not be representative
FIB-SEM 5-20 nm 5-20 pm Might not be representative
Inadequate for highly porous material
In oil industry, companies adopt a step-wise methodology with rock microstructure
analysis (personal communication with Dr. Shawn Zhang of Visualization Sciences
Group). They start with CT scans at resolutions of cm level, and then move toward
microCT, nanoCT, and maybe finally FIB-SEM. At each step, the significance of the
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additional microstructure information provided at higher resolution is evaluated. The
process is stopped when a higher resolution is not adding significant value.
This methodology is equally applicable to pharmaceutical tablets, with the exception that
we start with microCT. A two-tier microCT/nanoCT analysis is recommended, with
FIB-SEM adopted only if truly necessary. The technology with which the final data
acquisition and analysis will be performed is dependant on two factors. First, resolution
should be sufficient to characterize the microstructure studied; second, when the
resolution requirement is met, the sample size should be large enough to be representative
of the tablet microstructure. Eventually, data might come from multiple levels, with
qualitative learning obtained at a lower resolution level and quantitative characterization
done at a higher resolution level.
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Chapter 8 Applications and Benefits of the
MicroCT-DissolutionHolder Toolbox
The development of the microCT-dissolution holder toolbox provides a piece of
magnifying glass to track the material changes during a manufacturing process. It allows
detailed examination of the interactions among materials, the microstructure, and the
resulting tablet properties. This new capability enables pharmaceutical scientists to
obtain significant insight into the pharmaceutical manufacturing process, potentially
leading to more efficient formulation and process designs. The toolbox can also be
introduced into the quality control and troubleshooting of commercial scale production,
providing additional dimensions of quality assurance and better informed diagnosis
procedures. In this chapter we discuss in details the applications and benefits of the
microCT-dissolutionholder toolbox in the pharmaceutical industry.
8.1 Applications and Benefits in Research & Development
Scientists working on research & development (R&D) of pharmaceutical manufacturing
are often the early adopters of novel tools in the industry. They are eager to utilize new
technologies to further their scientific understandings and are thus the best candidates to
fully integrate the microCT-dissolutionholder toolbox with the current R&D procedures.
8.1.1 Development of Excipient Microstructure Library
Excipients are inactive substances that are used as carriers for active ingredients in
medications. In a pharmaceutical tablet, excipients include fillers/binders, disintegrant,
lubricant, glidants, preservatives, coating materials, etc. As drug discovery advances, the
active ingredients are becoming increasingly potent, especially for medications in
therapeutic areas like cancer. Often a tablet would contain <10% wt of active
ingredient(s), with all the rest made up in excipients. Among the excipients,
fillers/binders typically make up a majority of the volume. The implication of such an
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arrangement is that one or two fillers/binders could form the supporting matrix of a tablet
and have a dominant influence on its properties.
Fillers are materials used to fill up the volume of a tablet so that it becomes convenient to
manufacture and to be consumed by customers. Binders are materials used to hold the
ingredients together and form a tablet with required mechanical strength. About a dozen
of excipients often take a dual role of filler/binder, e.g., lactose, microcrystalline cellulose,
mannitol, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), and polyethylene glycol (PEG). For each material,
there are typically several popular grades / trade names that are widely used in
formulations of pharmaceutical tablets.
Since the selection is very limited, it is viable to conduct detailed microstructure and
dissolution mechanism analysis for the individual excipients. A potential procedure is
shown in Figure 8-1. First, formulation scientists need to identify the few common
fillers/binders that are used most widely in formulations of their products. Next, an
experimental design space needs to be established around the typical manufacturing
procedures used for correspondent materials. Impacts of different operational parameters
on microstructure and dissolution mechanism could be examined via careful experimental
design, e.g., maximum compaction force in tablet compaction or amount of liquid binder
in wet granulation. If necessary, a model API like caffeine could be added to the
formulation to better understand material interactions.
Various aspects of tablet microstructure could be examined. Qualitatively, the
homogeneity of the materials and the deformation mechanism (fragmentation or
densification) could be revealed. Detailed quantitative study of pore structure could be
carried out, including but not limited to the pore size and shape, pore/throat relationship,
interconnectivity and permeability. Holder dissolution study of the tablets would help
identify the rate-limiting steps and intrinsic drivers of the dissolution process.
Investigation of the relationship between microstructure features and dissolution process
would provide information about the characteristics of the material that could be utilized
in rational formulation design. For example, we learned that the fragmentation of spray-
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dried lactose leads to a tablet microstructure with high connectivity and permeability,
which in turn facilitates the disintegration of the tablet and promotes high dissolution
speed. Therefore, lactose is a great candidate for formulation with high potency
immediate release drug formulations.
Identify Design Study Summarize
Common I Experimental N Microstructure O Properties
Excipients Space & Dissolution & Drivers
Figure 8-1 Procedure for building excipient microstructural library (EML).
8.1.2 Rational Formulation / Manufacturing Process Design
With guidance from the excipient microstructure library (EML), a rational formulation
design process could be pursued (Figure 8-2). It starts with the identification of the
dosages of the API(s) and desired tablet properties (immediate release or extended release,
target hardness level, etc.). This stage is typically done concurrently with early clinical
development, where a matrix of tablet quality could be deduced from the clinical
investigation and scientific understanding of the drug action mechanism. Then the EML
can be screened for best matches in property profiles. Here the microstructural
characteristics would be taken into consideration, e.g. whether the co-processing of an
API with lactose would reduce the permeability of the tablet and thus hinder tablet
disintegration. Physicochemical compatibility study would further narrow down the
excipient list.
Identification of Library Search for Optimization of Achieving
API and Desired M Physicochemical-m Process and m Desired Tablet
Tablet Properties & Property Match Formulation Property Profile
Figure 8-2 Example procedure for rational formulation design.
By this stage, the major excipient(s) and the general microstructure features are known,
the tablet performance can be anticipated, and the venue to optimize the formulation
should be clear. The optimization of the process and the formulation should be done to
facilitate the manufacturing process while maximizing positive (minimizing negative)
impact on microstructural features important for superb tablet performance.
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The addition of microstructure and dissolution mechanism information leads to clear
design strategies of formulations with certain major excipients (Table 8-1). Dissolution
speed for formulations with significant disintegration can be tuned via microstructure
permeability design. Dissolution speed for formulations with dissolving-limited surface
dissolution can be tuned via microstructure surface area design.
Table 8-1 Tunable formulations.
Disintegration Surface Dissolution
Rate-limiting Medium Surface Convective
Step? Penetration Dissolving Diffusion
Fine tune? Yes Yes No
If yes, via Microstructure Microstructure
what design? Permeability Surface Area
Two key features enabled by the toolbox make the new formulation development a
rational process. First, the big picture becomes clear once the selection of the main
excipient(s) is made, as we have sophisticated understanding of the final tablet
microstructure and the resulted property profiles. Second, with the knowledge of
structural drivers for tablet properties, microstructural analysis can be used as guidance to
fine tune the formulation and manufacturing process. Fewer experiments would be
necessary in order to arrive at a satisfactory final dosage form.
With extensive application of the toolbox in formulation development, formulations with
less ingredients and manufacturing steps might be designed in a shorter period of time,
leading to potential cost savings and significant process understanding.
It is important to emphasize that although the microstructure and dissolution mechanism
analysis would bring valuable insights into formulation development, they are not meant
to replace the criteria or parameters that are used in current development process, e.g.
particle size distribution and powder flowability. The proposed excipient microstructural
library should be fully integrated with the current physicochemical library, providing
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multi-dimensional information for rational decision making in pharmaceutical
formulation development.
8.1.3 Development of New Dosage Forms / Manufacturing Processes
In pharmaceutical industry, innovation in new dosage forms has been an important
strategy to attract consumers, conduct product life-cycle management, or achieve novel
properties. Examples include Mucinex@ bi-layer tablets featuring different release
mechanisms in the layers, Claritin@ RediTab orally disintegrating tablets and liquid gels,
etc. Another motivation for dosage form innovation comes from the need to reinvent the
pharmaceutical manufacturing processes with more efficient or sophisticated unit
operations. Examples include extrusion coupled with injection molding and thin-film
compaction. The former dramatically reduces the downstream manufacturing procedure
into two unit operations, while the latter allows novel mixing techniques for API and
excipients such as electro-spraying.
The standard evaluation methods, e.g. paddle dissolution and hardness tests, can only
provide superficial comparison between the new dosage forms and traditional tablets.
The microCT dissolution-holder toolbox would enable much deeper understanding of the
new manufacturing processes and the dosage forms resulted. In a preliminary microCT
scanning of a tablet of 90% API 10% PEG 8000 produced by melt extrusion, it was
demonstrated that air bubbles trapped or formed during the extrusion process would lead
to cavities in final tablets, potentially reducing their mechanical strength (Figure 8-3 C).
This bubbling phenomenon was absent in another batch of production. It was also
demonstrated that a tablet with 50% API 50% PEG (Figure 8-3 A) had the same
homogeneous microstructure as that of a tablet with 100% pure API (Figure 8-3 B).
Similar techniques could be applied to tablets compressed from thin-film to understand
the microstructural patterns and their impact on tablet properties.
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(C) 90% API 10% PEG 8000
Figure 8-3 Preliminary microCT scans of melt-extruded tablets.
8.2 Applications and Benefits in Manufacturing
The toolbox developed in this study can also find useful applications in commercial scale
pharmaceutical manufacturing, as the microstructure of a tablet provides abundant
information about what happens in a manufacturing process. The capability of
quantitative and qualitative description of microstructure renders us new dimensions in
understanding and controlling the manufacturing processes.
8.2.1 Establishment of New Quality Assurance Criteria
Due to the desired clinical efficacy and potential toxicity of the pharmaceutical products,
quality assurance (QA) has always been a critical component of the manufacturing
process. Most of the currently available QA methods directly test the properties of final
dosage forms, e.g. mechanical strength and in vitro bioavailability. The tests give
relatively superficial presentation of the tablet properties. Tablets could potentially have
similar dissolution profiles but drastically different microstructure and in vivo behaviors.
MicroCT characterization enables tracing the properties backward to the internal
structure of the tablets, potentially allowing a more fundamental control of tablet quality.
Depending on the key microstructural characteristics identified during formulation
development, adequate parameters can be adopted as new quality assurance criteria for
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(A) 50% API 50% PEG 8000 (B) 100% API
tablet manufacturing, e.g. homogeneity, total porosity, average pore size, surface area,
permeability and interconnectivity. Sample tablets from each batch can be scanned with
microCT and characterized with quantitative analysis, ensuring batch-to-batch
consistency on a microstructural level.
8.2.2 Application as a Investigation Toolkit
The microCT dissolution-holder toolbox helps bridge our knowledge of the raw
materials and the tablets by revealing the interactions among materials during the
manufacturing process. The 3-D quantitative characterization and visualization of the
microstructure provide unsurpassed information for guidance of manufacturing process.
Meanwhile, it also represents a powerful tool for troubleshooting of manufacturing
problems, which could stem from the materials, the manufacturing process, or a
combination of both.
The examination of tablet coating quality, as described in Chapter 7, is an excellent
example of troubleshooting capability by microCT characterization. The 3-D revelation
of coating thickness distribution on a tablet surface directly exhibited the potential
coating defect patterns on correspondent regions of a tablet, providing invaluable
guidance for improvement of the coating process.
In a troubleshooting scenario where tablet quality is off the mark, a detailed examination
of the tablet microstructure could potentially lead to a quick diagnosis of the problem,
minimizing the loss of production power. If the problem is dissolution related, holder
dissolution can be used to dissect the different segments of dissolution and understand
where the changes happened.
8.2.3 Examination Tool for SUPAC
In pharmaceutical manufacturing and development, one of the most difficult tasks is to
scale up or alter the manufacturing process while producing identical products. In
scale-up or post-approval changes (SUPAC), the same tablet property profile needs to be
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achieved and demonstrated to regulatory agents. Operational parameters in the new
process are explored until a satisfactory profile is achieved. However, since the profile
contains multiple properties, e.g. mechanical and pharmacological properties, it is
difficult to design an optimization strategy.
The establishment of direct relationship between tablet microstructure and tablet
properties provides an alternative option, in which the goal of optimization is to achieve
the same tablet microstructure as before, while the examination of the tablet properties
would only be used as a verification step. In such a setup, optimization is easier to
coordinate as only one target object is involved. More importantly, an identical
microstructure replicates a tablet at a fundamental level, ensuring comparable
performance both in vitro and in vivo.
8.3 Summary
In this chapter we have discussed in details the potential applications of the
microCTdissolution-holder toolbox in pharmaceutical industry. It was demonstrated
that the toolbox could prove to be valuable addition in both R&D and production settings
(Figure 8-4).
Better Understanding of Process/Product/Properties
R&D Production
M Rationa New Dmension osis
Shorter Dev. Timeline Cost Savings Enhanced Process Ctrl.
Figure 8-4 Applications and benefits of the microCTdissolution-holder toolbox.
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In R&D, an excipient microstructure library (EML) can be built for the common
excipients used, providing guidance for rational formulation and process design. In
actual design, optimization of the formulation and process could be done to facilitate the
manufacturing process while maximizing positive (minimizing negative) impact on
microstructural features important for superb tablet performance. The toolbox can also
be utilized in understanding innovative manufacturing processes and products, providing
in-depth characterization for promising new product/process designs.
The addition of microstructural and dissolution mechanism information allows fine
tuning of formulations containing certain major excipients. Dissolution speed for
formulations with significant disintegration can be fine-tuned via microstructure
permeability design. Dissolution speed for formulations with dissolving-limited surface
dissolution can be fine-tuned via microstructure surface area design.
With extensive application of the toolbox in formulation R&D, simpler formulations with
less complex manufacturing processes might be designed in a shorter period of time,
leading to potential cost savings and significant process understanding.
The capability of quantitative and qualitative description of the microstructure renders us
new dimensions in understanding and controlling the manufacturing processes. MicroCT
characterization enables tracing tablet properties backward to the internal structure of the
tablets, potentially allowing a more fundamental control of tablet quality.
Depending on the key microstructural characteristics identified during formulation
development, adequate parameters can be adopted as new quality assurance criteria for
tablet manufacturing. In a troubleshooting scenario where tablet quality is off the mark, a
detailed examination of the tablet microstructure could potentially lead to a quick
diagnosis of the problem, maximizing the saving of production powers. If the problem is
dissolution related, holder dissolution can be used to dissect the different segments of
dissolution and understand where the changes happened. In a SUPAC situation,
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optimization of new process can be geared toward reproducing the original tablet
microstructure, ensuring comparable performance both in vitro and in vivo.
A wide-spread adoption and further development of the microCT dissolution-holder
toolbox in the pharmaceutical industry holds the promise of delivering shorter
development time, better process control, as well as significant cost savings.
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Chapter 9 Conclusion and Impact
In the current design and operational activities for secondary pharmaceutical
manufacturing, a knowledge gap exists concerning material transformation and the
subsequent impact on tablet properties. This gap presents a barrier to rational
formulation / process design, where the selection of materials and manufacturing process
is based on scientific understanding of the physicochemical transformation and the
resulting tablet properties. In this study, it was hypothesized that the understanding of
tablet microstructure is pivotal in bridging our knowledge about the materials, the
manufacturing process, and the tablet properties.
A series of studies were carried out to characterize tablet microstructure and its
relationship with the different aspects of pharmaceutical manufacturing, leading to a
workflow as shown in Figure 9-1. The microstructure of a tablet is acquired via
micro/nanoCT or FIB-SEM. Qualitative analysis of the microstructure leads to
understanding of material interactions during manufacturing process, e.g. compaction
mechanism. It also leads to identification of microstructural features, e.g.,
interconnectivity, which could be further characterized in quantitative analysis, e.g.
permeability analysis via numerical simulation. The dissolution mechanism of a tablet
could be studied via a combination of holder and paddle dissolution tests. When
combined with results of quantitative microstructure analysis, this could lead to
establishment of dissolution models providing mechanistic and quantitative description of
the dissolution process. The understanding of material interactions, microstructural
features, and dissolution models can then be used in designing the tablet by optimizing its
microstructure, starting another round of characterization (if necessary).
The study opens up an approach in building an integrated formulation design and
characterization system incorporating microstructural analysis. In this chapter we
summarize the conclusions and impact generated.
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Microstructure Qualitative Material
Acquisition Analysis Interactions
Micro & NanoCT
FIB-SEM
Quantitative Microstructural
Analysis Features
Holder & Paddle
Dissolution Tests
Dissolution Dissolution Microstructure
Mechanism Model Design
Figure 9-1 Workflow for tablet microstructure characterization and design.
9.1 Conclusion
Firstly, microCT imaging and analysis were shown to provide novel information of tablet
microstructure, bridging our knowledge about the different components of
pharmaceutical manufacturing and enabling a thorough understanding of the process.
e Qualitative microCT analysis could untangle the material interactions during
manufacturing process, leading to clear pictures of unit operation mechanism. It
could also describe the microstructure with representative structural modules,
which helps understand arrangement patterns of the porosity network and
provides guidance for quantitative analysis.
e Quantitative microCT analysis via numerical simulation of liquid intrusion is a
reliable method for calculating the permeability of pharmaceutical tablets. It
establishes permeability as a new parameter in quantitative description of tablet
dissolution properties. Mercury porosimetry calculation of permeability is
error-prone due to an intrinsic defect in the methodology adopted. At the same
tablet hardness/porosity level, lactose dominant tablets have much higher
permeability values than compound-A dominant tablets.
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* Quantitative microCT analysis of tablet coating enables visualized inspection of
location-dependent tablet coating quality, providing specific guidance for
improvements in coating procedures.
" Resolution and speed are two major limitations for wide-spread adoption of
microstructure analysis utilizing microCT. The resolution issue is being solved
with the development nanoCT or alternative technologies like FIB-SEM. The
speed issue is being addressed via the development of hardware and software.
Secondly, the design and application of tablet holder for paddle dissolution brings a
convenient tool for probing dissolution mechanism, enabling the classification of
dissolution mechanisms and identification of correspondent formulation design strategies.
" Paddle dissolution with tablet holder establishes a dissolution scenario with
consistent hydrodynamics and exposed tablet surface area. In addition,
disintegration due to medium penetration and tablet swelling is suppressed. This
leads to a surface dissolution process that can be described with a physical /
mathematical model.
* Two dissolution scenarios are identified for the surface dissolution process in
holder test: surface-dissolving-limited scenario and convective-diffusion-limited
scenario. In a typical paddle dissolution setup, lactose dominant tablets belong to
the former while compound-A dominant tablets belong to the latter.
" Combining holder dissolution and paddle dissolution tests reveals an important
contribution of disintegration to the paddle dissolution speed of lactose dominant
tablets. It also helps identify a tablet density threshold between sink scenario and
floating scenario in paddle dissolution test. The density threshold is 110% of the
dissolution medium density in paddle dissolution test with 50 RPM agitation
speed.
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Thirdly, when the permeability simulation results are integrated with dissolution
investigation, we identified a new way to dissect paddle dissolution speed of lactose
dominant tablets into disintegration speed and surface dissolution speed. The
disintegration speed is proportional to a disintegration factor and the square of
permeability values. The surface dissolution speed is dependant upon the dissolution
mechanism identified in holder dissolution test. In a convective-diffusion-limited
scenario, it is controlled by the hydrodynamic conditions around the tablet; in a surface-
dissolving-limited scenario, it is controlled by the tablet surface area in contact with
dissolution medium.
In this study we also developed a compound-A roller compaction formulation from
scratch. The development started with fundamental understanding of material properties
and was adjusted according to specific problems discovered through the process. When
compared with a benchmark formulation, the M-series formulation features fewer
manufacturing steps and ingredients, is continuous-manufacturing friendly, and exhibits
superior dissolution properties.
Lastly, in the investigation of hardness and dissolution of caffeine-lactose tablets, we
demonstrated that moisture in storage environment could have a clear impact on these
tablet properties. High moisture level tends to increase the tablet hardness and slow
down the dissolution process. The extent of the impact is related with tablet
microstructure. High porosity and interconnectivity would facilitate the intrusion of
moisture and thus results in a larger impact on the tablet properties.
9.2 Impact
The study presents a fully integrated tablet characterization system that clearly reveals
material interactions during the manufacturing process, the tablet microstructure formed,
and the tablet properties resulted. Establishment of an excipient microstructural library
(EML) and the rational formulation / process development procedures incorporating
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EML could dramatically increase the efficiency of the development process, potentially
leading to simpler formulations with less manufacturing steps and better tablet properties.
The characterization system could also be used in manufacture settings, establishing new
quality assurance dimensions and helping investigate manufacturing problems or changes.
The characterization of tablet microstructure and the numerical simulation represent a
novel approach in quantitative investigation and application of tablet microstructure. It
provides a practical example in how microstructure could be utilized to derive critical
information for understanding tablet properties. The numerical simulation introduces a
new parameter, tablet permeability, as an indicator of tablet dissolution properties. This
leads to the proposal of a mathematical approach to separate the contributions to general
dissolution from disintegration and surface dissolution, enhancing our understanding of
the dissolution process and facilitating Quality by Design.
The design and application of the tablet holder in paddle dissolution help classify
formulations into categories of different dissolution mechanisms. With distinctive
drivers of dissolution process identified for each mechanism, tunable formulations can be
developed with specific microstructure design strategy.
This work provides a strategy for building an integrated formulation design and
characterization system incorporating microstructural analysis. It opens up an approach
in which microstructure becomes a critical target for design and optimization.
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Appendix A Procedures for Numerical Simulation
The numerical simulation is conducted via a modified set of C and Fortran computer
programs originally developed by NIST for geosciences research. The original codes
could be downloaded at ftp://ftp.nist.gov/pub/bfrl/bentz/permsolver.
I. Preparation of Simulation Environment
The codes are designed to be run on Linux or UNIX platforms. In order to create a
Linux-like platform on a Windows-based system with proper compilers, the following
procedure is recommended.
1. Download Cygwin software installer from www.cygwin.com. Cygwin creates
a Linux-like environment in Windows.
2. Install Cygwin. When asked to select packages, expand Devel subcategory
and choose the following items: gcc-core, gcc-g77, gdb. Proceed with
installation as instructed.
II. Modification of Codes
The codes need to be modified in order to run successfully in the Cygwin environment
with microCT-derived microstructure. Please refer to NISTIR7416.pdf for more detailed
information.
1. In the following files, replace jishft and jiand commands with ishft and iand:
readp.f, readvx.f, readvy.f, readvz.f. For the files to be displayed correctly,
a code text editer might be needed.
2. The file Inpuf256 contains a list of input parameters. The ones need to be
changed are pl and pr, which are the pressures applied at the left and right side
of the microstructure, respectively. Typically a pressure drop of one unit per
voxel is used. For example, for a 300X300X300 microstructure, pl would be
301 and pr would be 1.
3. The file befeed256 contains the common variable list and sets the dimensions
of the system and the number of expected porosity (pressure) nodes. The
default dimension is 300X300X300. The correspondent statement is
parameter (ix=304,iy=304,iz=304). The values of ix, iy, and iz are 4 greater
than 300 to allow for a two-voxel rim surrounding the microstructure for the
implementation of the periodic boundary conditions. The statement should be
changed to reflect the dimension of your microstructure to be tested. Another
important parameter to change in this file is the expected maximum number of
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porosity nodes, which is a one-dimensional array used to store the information.
The current statements are like:
common/tabs1/lvxi(7500000),1vyi(7500000),lvzi(7500000)
indicating an expected maximum porosity on the order of
7,500,000/300/300/300 = 27.8 %. If the system porosity is greater than this,
all arrays dimensioned at 7,500,000 should be increased accordingly. When
the befeed256 file is modified, the perm3d3.f program has to be recompiled
for these changes to be implemented into the executable version (perm3d3).
III. Compilation of Codes
The two sets of codes need to be compiled into executable files within the Cygwin
environment using the compilers that we installed earlier on.
1. Open a Cygwin window, use CD command to change directory to the folder
/permsolver.
2. Use the following command to compile the pre-processor C code:
cc microperm.c -o microperm -m
3. Use the following command to compile the permeability solver Fortran code:
177 perm3d3.f -o perm3d3 -1m
4. Step 2 and 3 should lead to two new executable files in the same folder.
IV. Preparation of Microstructure Data
The microCT data needs to be converted into a binary data set with material shown as 1
and pores shown as 0, in order for it to be recognized by the programs.
1. Load a set of consecutive microCT 2-D reconstructured images in Avizo 6
software in Luminosity mode.
2. Crop the images into a cubic with the size specified in the programs.
3. Apply thresholding to the data. Pores should be assigned value 0 instead of 1
in this case. For example, if in the previous procedure a threshold window of
0-11 is used, in this case we should use 12-255.
4. Save data in 3-D raw data format.
V. Generating Data Structure for Simulation
The pre-processor microperm is used to convert the 3-D microCT raw data into a
structure that could be recognized by the permeability solver.
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1. Copy the 3-D raw data file to the folder of /permsolver and rename it to
image3d.
2. Start a Cygwin window and CD to the folder, start the pre-processor by
typing ./microperm
3. When asked, put in a random number and press Enter.
4. Choose option 13 to read in the microstructure data, then choose 9, 10, 11, and
12 to generate the data structure files needed for simulation.
5. Choose 15 to exit the program.
VI. Simulation of Liquid Intrusion and Calculation of Permeability
The permeability solver is finally used to simulate the process of liquid intrusion and
calculate the permeability of the materials.
1. Use the following command to start the simulation
./perm3d3 >perm3d3.out &
2. When the simulation is finished, two files are generated: perm256 for velocity
and press256 for pressure. They record the correspondent values at four
different depths of the microstructure. Average the four values in perm256 to
obtain the average velocity of the fluid.
3. Permeability (m2) = LiquidVelocity/RenoldsNumber*Resolution 2, where
RenoldsNum is preset as 0.1 in Inpuf256 file, Resolution is the scanning
resolution of microCT. A better unit of permeability is Darcy or miliDarcy.
One Darcy is equal to the flow of 1 ml of fluid of 1 centipoise viscosity in 1
second under a pressure gradient of 1 atmosphere across a lcm2 and 1 cm long
section of porous material. 1 miliDarcy = 0.001 Darcy =1X1O'
5 m2
4. The data files generated during the simulation should now be removed from
the original file folder and stored separately.
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Appendix B Procedures for 3-D Pore Structure
Representation
The detailed workflow for 3-D pore structure representation is listed below, with codes
attached. The workflow is the result of collaboration with Marsh Mike and Shawn Zhang
from Visualization Sciences Group. Marsh Mike provided significant technical support
on programming, while Shawn offered constructive suggestions in workflow design.
Workflow step-by-step:
1. Load data.
2. Crop data. (CropEditor)
3. Upsample data by 4x (Resample module)
4. Threshold data on interval [O,a] (Quantification-Threshold)
5. Autoskeleton with Distance Map
6. SpatialGraphToLineSet Generate lineset
7. linesetToCluster.hx Generate cluster
8. ThroatFraction.scro Determination of Pore or Throat
9. SurfaceGen Generate surface
10. DemoMaker Create Animation
Steps 2-5 are handled by distanceHistogram.scro
Step 7 is handled by linesetToCluster.hx
Step 8 is handled ThroatFraction.scro
Detailed file names within the codes might need to be adjusted according to the naming
in actual processing. The codes are listed below.
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distanceHistogram.scro
#Amira-Script-Object V3.0
$this proc createUl {} {
$this newPortlntTextN xCrop 2
$this newPortlntTextN yCrop 2
$this newPortlntTextN zCrop 2
$this newPortlntTextN resampleFactor 1
$this resampleFactor setValue 4
$this newPortlntSlider lowerBound
$this newPortlntSlider upperBound
$this upperBound setMinMax 0 11
$this upperBound setValue 11
}
$this proc connectDataUpdateUl {newData} {
set dims [$newData getDims]
$this xCrop setValue 1 [expr [lindex $dims 0] - 1]
$this yCrop setValue 1 [expr [lindex $dims 1] - 1]
$this zCrop setValue 1 [expr [lindex $dims 2] - 1]
set min [lindex [$newData getRange] 0]
set max [lindex [$newData getRange] 1]
$this lowerBound setMinMax $min $max
$this lowerBound setValue $min
$this upperBound setMinMax $min $max
$this upperBound setValue 11
}
########################################################################
$this proc constructor {} {
$this createUl
$this newPortDolt action
}
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$this proc apply {} {
#Crop the input data
$this setVar cropEditor [create HxImageCrop]
[$this getVar cropEditor]
[$this getVar cropEditor]
[$this getVar cropEditor]
[$this getVar cropEditor]
[$this getVar cropEditor]
[$this getVar cropEditor]
[$this getVar cropEditor]
[$this getVar cropEditor]
attach [$this data source]
setMinX [$this xCrop getValue 0]
setMaxX [$this xCrop getValue 1]
setMinY [$this yCrop getValue 0]
setMaxY [$this yCrop getValue 1]
setMinZ [$this zCrop getValue 0]
setMaxZ [$this zCrop getValue 1]
dolt
#Resample the cropped data
$this setVar resample [create HxResample]
[$this getVar resample] data connect [$this data source]
[$this getVar resample] mode setValue 0
set dims [[$this data source] getDims]
[$this getVar resample] resolution setValue 0 [expr [lindex
resampleFactor getValue]]
[$this getVar resample] resolution setValue 1 [expr [lindex
resampleFactor getValue]]
[$this getVar resample] resolution setValue 2 [expr [lindex
resampleFactor getValue]]
[$this getVar resample] action setValue 0
[$this getVar resample] fire
$this setVar resampled [[$this getVar resample] getResult]
remove [$this getVar resample]
#Threshold the resampled data
set thresholded [create HxAnnaScalarField3 [$this data source].bin]
remove $thresholded
$this setVar quant [create HxVisilog]
[$this getVar quant] exeCommand "cmd=threshold input=[$this getVar
resampled] param={[$this lowerBound getValue],[$this upperBound getValue]}
output=$thresholded"
$this setVar thresholded $thresholded
#Skeltonize the thresholded data
$this setVar autoSkeleton [create HxExtAutoSkeleton]
[$this getVar autoSkeleton] data connect $thresholded
[$this getVar autoSkeleton] Options setValue 0 1
[$this getVar autoSkeleton] Options setValue 1 0
[$this getVar autoSkeleton] ExposeObjects setValue 0 1
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$dims 0] * [$this
$dims 1] * [$this
$dims 2] * [$this
[$this getVar autoSkeleton] Threshold setValue 0.4
[$this getVar autoSkeleton] dolt setValue 0
[$this getVar autoSkeleton] fire
[$this getVar autoSkeleton] Threshold setValue 0.4
[$this getVar autoSkeleton] dolt setValue 0
[$this getVar autoSkeleton] fire
#remove [$this getVar autoSkeleton]
#Display histogram
$this setVar histogram [create HxHistogram]
foreach object [all] {
if { [string match *DistField $object] } {
$this setVar distMap $object
}
if { [string match *SptGraph $object] } {
$this setVar graph $object
}}
[$this getVar histogram] data connect [$this getVar distMap]
[$this getVar histogram] action hit
[$this getVar histogram] fire
[$this getVar histogram] data disconnect
#Cast pores binary map as labelfield
$this setVar cf [create HxCastField]
[$this getVar ef] data connect [$this getVar thresholded]
[$this getVar cf] outputType setValue 6
[$this getVar cf] action hit
[$this getVar ef] fire
set porosityLabelfield [[$this getVar cf] getResult]
remove [$this getVar thresholded]
remove [$this getVar cf]
#Use Material Statistics to make spreadsheet
set matStat [create HxTissueStatistics]
$matStat data connect $porosityLabelfield
$matStat dolt hit
$matStat fire
set sheet [$matStat getResult]
remove $matStat
remove $porosityLabelfield
#Compute and display Porosity
set matrix [$sheet getValue 2 0]
set pores [$sheet getValue 2 1]
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set porosity [expr $pores / ( $pores + $matrix)]
$this newPortInfo porosityInfo
$this porosityInfo setLabel Porosity
$this porositylnfo setValue $porosity
remove $sheet
remove [$this getVar resampled]
remove [$this getVar graph]
remove [$this getVar quant]
[$this getVar distMap] setLabel distanceMap
[$this getVar histogram] setLabel Histogram. [$this data source]
remove *DistField
remove *SptGraph
}
$this proc destructor {} {
#remove [$this getVar histogram]
remove [$this getVar distMap]
}
########################################################################
$this proc compute {} {
set data [$this data source]
if {$data == ""} {
return
}
#if { [$this isFirstCall] } {
#return
#}
#update for new Data
if { [$this data isNew] } {
$this connectDataUpdateUl [$this data source]
}
if { [$this action wasHit] } {
$this apply
}}
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LineSetToCluster.hx
# Avizo Script
proc makeCluster { LineSet distanceMap } {
#initialize PointProbe
set probe [create HxPointProbe]
$probe data connect $distanceMap
$probe lineOptions setValue 0 1
$probe lineOptions setValue 11
#initialize Cluster
set cluster [create HxCluster]
$cluster setNumDataColumns 1
$cluster setDataColumnName 0 "Distance"
#Add LineSet points to cluster
set numPoints [$LineSet getNumPoints]
for { set pointIndex 0} {$pointIndex < $numPoints} {set pointIndex [expr
$pointIndex+1]} {
set position [LineSet getPoint $pointIndex]
set x [format %f [lindex $position 0]]
set y [format %f [lindex $position 1]]
set z [format %f [lindex $position 2]]
$probe controlpoint setValue $x $y $z
$probe fire
set distance [$probe currentValue]
$cluster addPoint $x $y $z
#$cluster setld $pointlndex $pointlndex
$cluster setDataValue 0 $pointIndex $distance
}
remove $probe
return $cluster
}
#makeCluster LineSet image l.DistField
makeCluster LineSet imagel1.DistField
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Throatfraction.scro
#Amira-Script-Object
$this proc constructor {} {
$this script show
$this newPortConnection cluster HxCluster
$this newPortFloatSlider pointDisplaySize
$this pointDisplaySize setMinMax 0 .5
$this pointDisplaySize setValue 0.1
$this newPortFloatSlider distanceThreshold
$this distanceThreshold setMinMax 1 50
$this newPortFloatSlider k
$this k setMinMax 0 100
$this k setValue 1
$this newPortInfo throatVolume
$this newPortInfo poreVolume
$this newPortInfo throatFraction
}
$this proc computeVolume { k } {
set throatVolume 0
set poreVolume 0
set numPoints [[$this cluster source] getNumPoints]
for { set index 0 } { [expr $index < $numPoints] } { set index [expr $index + 1] }
{
set distance [[$this cluster source] getDataValue 0 $index]
set additionalVolume [expr $distance * $distance * $distance * $k]
if { [expr $distance < [$this distanceThreshold getValue] ] } {
set throatVolume [expr $throatVolume + $additionalVolume]} else {
set poreVolume [expr $poreVolume + $additionalVolume]
}}
$this throatVolume setValue $throatVolume
$this poreVolume setValue $poreVolume
$this throatFraction setValue [expr $throatVolume / ($throatVolume +
$poreVolume)]
}
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$this proc destructor {} {
remove [$this getVar throatView]
remove [$this getVar poreView]
}
$this proc compute {} {
if {[$this cluster isNew]} {
if {[$this cluster source] != "" } {
$this newCluster
}}
if {[$this distanceThreshold isNew]|| [$this k isNew] } {
echo updatingDistanceThreshold
set threshold [$this distanceThreshold getValue]
[$this getVar throatView] filter setValue "(D<$threshold)"
[$this getVar throatView] fire
[$this getVar poreView] filter setValue "(D>=$threshold)"
[$this getVar poreView] fire
$this computeVolume [ expr [$this k getValue] * [$this k getValue]]
}
if {[$this pointDisplaySize isNew]} {
[$this getVar throatView] sphereScale setValue [$this pointDisplaySize
getValue]
[$this getVar throatView] fire
[$this getVar poreView] sphereScale setValue [$this pointDisplaySize
getValue]
[$this getVar poreView] fire
}
}
$this proc newCluster {} {
echo attaching newCluster
$this setVar throatView [create HxClusterView]
[$this getVar throatView] data connect [$this cluster source]
[$this getVar throatView] options setValue 0 1
[$this getVar throatView] options setValue 11
[$this getVar throatView] options setValue 4 1
[$this getVar throatView] sphereScale setValue 0.10
[$this getVar throatView] colormap setDefaultColor 0 0 1
[$this getVar throatView] filter setValue "(D<5)"
[$this getVar throatView] fire
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$this setVar poreView [create HxClusterView]
[$this getVar poreView] data connect [$this cluster source]
[$this getVar poreView] options setValue 0 1
[$this getVar poreView] options setValue 11
[$this getVar poreView] options setValue 4 1
[$this getVar poreView] sphereScale setValue 0.10
[$this getVar poreView] filter setValue "(D>=6)"
[$this getVar poreView] fire
}
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